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Farm Work by "Signs."

AMONG THE FARMERS.
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The farmers of the township of Faj
ette, adjoining Waterloo, are largely ο
Pennsylvania Dutch origin. They ar
a hardy and thrifty race, and for genei
Feeding Cattle in Winter.
al intelligence compare favorably wit
their neighbors of Anglo-Saxon stocl
DAY BETTER THAN They are, however, full of the quair
FEEDINGS A
I rwo
folklore of thei
HORSES.—COWS superstitions and rural
111RKE, CATTLE UK
and many interesting ane<
forefathers,
SHOULD REST BETWEEN FEEDINGS.—
dotes are told by Fayette people illue
EVIL OF OVER FEEDING.
trating the length to which the goo
Dutch yeomanry go in their devotion t
in the conduct of thei
There are numerous ways of feeding the "signs"
their lives.
rattle as there are of doing many other farms and the routine of
In all earthly matters the almana
tt:iugs. A method that seems the best
and the mooi
for one person may not always be the teems to be their Bible,
constellations are as really vei:
best for all others. I suppose most and 'he
in a different way, a
farmers feed three times a day in winter erated, though
were by their yellow haired ances
I formerly followed that practice and' they
the shores of the North Sea
when I first learned that one of the most tors along
of their land, bu
successful dairymen of Worcester coun- Xot only in the tilling
in all the minute concerns of their dail
ty bad adopted a two-meals-a-day systhe "signs" must be right befor
tem it seemed to me that it would be lives,
is done, or —"woe betide."
bordering on cruelty to make cows go nuything
If a cheese is to be cut it must be don<
from morning till evening
in the increase of the moon, or, by th
feeding, but the winter I learned of the «aue
token, it will fade away with ic
I practice I was working in the woods at
credible rapidity before the daily dc
some distance from home and the days
m..nds of the family, who will yet deriv
being short it made quite a hole into my
λ miraculously scanty nutriment there
work-day to have to come home to feed
whereas if, in obedience to th
at noon, just that part of the day which from;
elders of the house
the most comfortable to0 work- «age counsel of the
was
it be done as the moon waxes, it will b<
claimed
have
Some
doors.
out
ing
widow's measure of meal am
that there is a saving of food by feeding like the
of oil.
but twice a day. 1 his was no object cruse
J with me fur 1 am willing to feed all aniIf fence posts are to be set, spade mus
to the ground till the positioi
mals all that they can make a protitable not be put
zodiac be determine!
I doubt not that it is possible l>{ the sun in the
use of.
from the book of fate, the almauac
for animals as well as their owners to
it is only a matter of tim
swallow more food than is for their best Otherwise,
not the frost below, but the star
good. Idle horses fed solely upon bay when, will heave tliem
from their places
in- ibove,
may stutf themselves so much as to
The swine must not be slaughtered witl
jure them for work. To a perfectly
stellar
the
divinities, ο
for
lisregard
healthy animal or person the appetite the
will dwindle in the barrel as i
ought to be and probably is, a pretty safe m pork
army corps were feeding thereon.
guide. I never knew an animal at pasIn the sowing, tilling and barvestinj
ture where the feed was both good aud
of course, the same fideli
abundant to get sick by over eating. It >f their crops,
the old-folk notions of their father
is when animals have been partly starv- y t<>
is shown; but in this they are not pecu
ed that they will over eat if given a
iar, for here their ideas are shared b;
chance. Animals, too. like huinau bethe unscientific of everv class and race
ings, are creatures of habit, and they lu a Waterloo business place recently
not condumay acquite habits that are
where these signs were under animate)
cive to their best good. I expected that
liecussion for an hour, only one mai
my cows would be inconvenienced by
1 was mis- raided the voice of scepticism agains
but
their
noon
meal,
missing
and all but two of tlioa
taken. And when I came to think of it these fancies,
faith in on<
1 remembered that they never seemed present expressed positive
_>r more of the signs of Fayette Dutcl
as they did in the
at
noon
really hungry
t'olklore.—The Rochester Post-Express
morning after a night's fasting.
Horses have small stomachs compared
to the paunch of a cow, and when fed
Buying a Cow.
largely on grain it is proper enough to
When
go out to buy a cow yoi
you
when
give a whole meal at once, but
loubtless have a definite idea of the kirn
cows are given such bulky food as hay
•f cow you desire to purchase, says II
I think it is far better to g'ive it to them
G. Manchester in Rural New Yorker
once.
at
all
than
rather
time
a
part at
Almost every farmer has the pleasinj
With mangers full or more than full
that his cows are better thai
out impression
to
it
to
over,
are
pick
poke
apt
they
his neighbor's, and no matter how hones
on
the
breathing
the choicest portions,
the man may be when the cows ar
remainder till it becomes distasteful.
bought, you are the one who has fa
lose
their
would
appetite
Many people
whether or not they are profitable
prove
their
all
was
that
a
upon
dinner
for
pur
not care as to size; alt hong]
as many We do
1
made
a
in
single
pile.
plate
some of our experiment stations hav
as three feedings fora meal following
tried to prove larger cows the nn»r
oue after another with little waiting bewe think it is in the cow, no
The first two could be liberal, p.otitable,
tween.
lier size. One must learn to form hi
while the last would be gauged accoid- ■
pinions quickly, and size up a cov
ining to the apparent appetite of the
short notice, and the faculty to tel
worst
ipon
of
the
Oue
dividual animal.
or poor cow
by ezaminatioi
good
to
is
auimal
for
an
do
can
things one
somes from close observation of cows
1
have
food.
rich
with
it
over feed
>f type, and results that are apt to com
knowu animals to lose their appetite
r'iom such a type. If one will study hi:
for corn meal, made sick, as we may say,
l>est cows he will observe that they hav
just as children sometimes are of sweets •erfain similar characteristics, no mat
when they have been taken in excess.
for what the oreeu or size ui mo vu»
When feeding but twice a day 1 shortenbe.
ed the time somewhat between the may
We do not like the smooth ("slid
moruing and evening feeds aud lengthlooker," as she is often called) cow, ye
ened the night time. I soon found that
one to sell
with an •i'ie is always the easiest
my cows were eating their food
she carries a good-looking udder, i
fed
when
than
relish
apparent better
and would make fair beef i
three times. Cattle in a state of nature ii«»od-sized
I:nocked down at once, but, mark you
in
the
swallowing
open,
feed rapidly
■«lie takes good care of herself before «h
their food with but little chewing, and
iloes anything for you, and a good sliar
then they withdraw to the shade and re>f lier food iroes to supply the clothes 01
chew at their leisure. When cattle are
her back. We like to see the cow ii
fed in stables three times a day they fremoderate 1««h, not poor or thin froii
quently are given a meal before "they
lack of food or care. We like the liiy
have hail time to properly chew what
wide apart, thin thigh, large barrel, am
they had already swallowed at a previous the ribs
wide apart; a good wide spac
feeding.
between hip and first rib. Run you
her backbone, and th
over her tinger along
it is the better. We like to se
rougher
not
It
was
rest.
a
andtake
food
good
the cow thin just back of the shoulde
Ion- alter I adopted the new system
s<· that the backbone is rather prominen
thaï the cows would rarely get up when there.
If she is thick there, do not bu;
one entered the barn to do any ordmary
her. She takes too good care of herself
work, hut would lie quietly
We are simply in want of a machine tlia
their cuds or takiug their mid-day nap.
«•ill work up the food we give her int<
1 think there was a slight saving
the more prolitable product, and th
just that amount which previously had
less toil she takes and the less she waste
given above the needs or demand, the better. We have taken pains to ob
atte
time
some
wa.s
It
of the system.
serve in our own herd that the unprotit
adopting the system with cattle that I I able cow
nearly always was thick jus
felt justiiied in giving the same treat-1
back of her shoulders. We like to see:
ment to my horses hut when I was pedsmall neck, clean cut, a good wide 'dish
dling milk ard other farm produce m ing forehead, a good eye and large clea
imt be
winter one of my
Deliver us from the Roman
trusted always to stand unhitched tor nostrils.
□osecow; she's coirse everywhere else
the last half hour betore the usual feed-1
her Good large tortuous milk veins rnnniiij
iug point was reached. So I made
indicate that blooi
to short- well forward; these
no without her dinner and tried
flows, and plenty of blood must read
en the day by hurrying up the dehveriw.
and return from the udder. We do no
It worked so well that 1 adopted the
like a cow up on legs too far, as it mean
stock
the
for
all
during
a
two meals
day
that her barrel is too small to bring i
the
with
and
season
ouly
short
the
day
close to the ground; avoid thestraigh
best results. 1 do not know what the
time underline.
the
is
at
custom
present
general
The real tinishiug work is in the udde
but it was adopted by whole townships
run
the and we all have our ideal in this;
•it that time under the name of
well up in front and high up in thi
Barre system, that town being the home ning
rear, teats of good size and well placed
of Mr. Ellsworth, who tirst brought it to
and far enough apart so that you ca
public notice. Where large herds are milk her without continually hittinj
.,
kept for milk and it se«m* necessary
knuckles.
Fat, fleshy udders are u
do the morning and night milking at
good; they should milk down well amη
same hour to make the time between
be be soft and flexible, and have plenty
equal, a light mid-day feeding may
tissue to perform their work. We hav
not said a word about breed, as that i
anv
to
almost
inured
can be
ο
not what we are after; it is the type
treatment.
of
ΓΙιβ.Υ
method
descent
cow that is to make tbe most good mill
wouW
that
tieated
so
they
be
should
for us at. the least expense. Veilhe
know about what to expect and
does the price of the cow cut any tigurt
1 doubt not that there are many fwraers
The price of ordinary cows ranges frori
situated that it would be a con
so
S-'iO to $60, but there may be more profi
venience to them, as it was to nie,
in the $15 one than in the one costin
adopt the two-iueal-a-day system ο
SOU. When you see the cow you wanl
feeding for their cattle. 1 ,,;ive
Λ\"
$10or SliO difference in prie
two meals buy her;
many families that set but
is nothing compared as to whether sh
for themselves in the winter season
will make 150or :S50 pounds of butter i ,
when the demands on the system an
«ι f
a year, Or give 3000 or 7000 pounds
inbe
to
w
them
ku«
light. And I never
milk. You will usually flud it is th 5
if
waste
a
not
is
It
only
jured thereby.
smooth cow that commands th υ
food to eat wheu food is not required, large,
She is not tho best cow t J
best
which
price.
that
with
but it loads the system
and you are buying, not selling
Farm
buy.
an
and
burden
injury.
becomes a
tin 1
be.st We ought to study our cows and
ers have differeut ideas as to the
1
out why this one gives twice as muc
method of watering cattle and other
milk as the one beside her und>-r th
animals. I think I)r. Smoad
fo
The best same conditions. There is a reason
riirht of it when he says.
it, and even nature, they say, reveal „
dm*... «Met u bon» U «"«» <
her secrete to the patient, unwearyin i
is thirsty." If animals are not deprived
student, and when we find this reaso 3
of food or water when they need it they
we shall know how to pick out goo 1
will rarely .njure themselves by swallmv
cows.—Mirror and Farmer.
ingtoo much of either.—A. W. Uieevei
in New Kuglantl Farmer.
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NOTICE.
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CLERK'S OF'ICE,
Court. \
SifREMt. Judicial

0\Κ«ΚΙ· I'UISTV.
It Is the Intention
Notice Is hereby given that
at the Ma'ch
.· fo! lowing per»· η» to apnlv
of
for
·>Court
term, 1 4, of the Supreme
of the Unit»·! <l»tfi>
natui 'iation m citizen»
(illliert both
K'lwar·!
!
Nye
an
Η Wile01ni»tea<l of Water·
of No> way. William James
McKenzle of V'banv, rH>uglan»
for·!. John \
Nicola Gentil", Nile
α-i.i' -g of Mason. an· I
W
Lawrence Pe
Tufve»son, Andrew Marten«on,
Rumforl.
of
all
ter»··η an·! Victor Reau,
CHARLES r WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

Put* Eeb 12, VW.

bmhct.

ha#
herebv give» notice that he
administrator of ihe estate

T"ie »ubwrlber
been luly api>olnie<t
of
late of Ruck Held,
ΑΡΡΚΥΛΝΝ M MERRILL,
and glren
li- til·· County of Oxford, deceased,
All
jiersons having
>llrect».
law
the
boil·!* as
are
'leeease·!
»abi
of
'leu. iti'ls aguln-t the estate
for »ettlenient, an<l
leMitl to iire-ent the itame
make
payto
all lmlebte·! thereto are
ment immediately.
ALBERT A MERRILL.
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iiimhO
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Kh*« Sum nor.

Me.

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several

ii laconic interview, crisp ns
ice mid bitter as gall berries.
Colonel Clark bad no respect whatever
for Hamilton, to whom be bad applied
the imperishable adjective "hair buyer
general." On the other hand. (îovernor Hamilton, who felt keenly the disgrace of having to equalize himself of-

It wns

pairs of large

work

Also

three

These horses have
horses for sale.
been worked through the wintrr
two or

hauling logs.
receive»),
pairs of fresh horses just
also several good driving horses.

of your favor," responded Clark.
"Captain Helm, you will return with

ring surge of desire for vengeance upon
Mr. Hamilton to the fort and remain
his captive until I free you by force. her murderer.
And yet that night Beverley slept
I
Meantime hold your tongue."
and so forgot his despair for many
hours, even dreamed a pleasant dream
of home, where his childhood was
spent; of the stately old house on the

stalwart, gray headed father sat on th«
veranda comfortably smoking his pipe,
while away in the wide fields the nehoe.
groes sang at the plow and the
Sweeter and sweeter grew the scene,

Ρ

J Wheeler,

Protect the Grange.

Dry Wood

!

shipping

supply

A.W. Walker & Son,
τ. J. JUDKINS,

I

High

\k

[e

y,

·' *

■

]$

».

greening groves where the air was
trembling with the ecstasy of spring.

ι* ν

A young officer awoke him with an
order from Clark to go on duty at once
with Captains Worthingtou and Williams, who, under Colonel Clark himself, were to take possession of the fort.
Mechanically he obeyed The sun was
far up, shilling between clouds of a

·g®/ il

leaden, watery hue. by the time everything was ready for the important cerBeside the main gate of the
emony.
stockade two companies of patriots under Bowman and McCarty were drawn
up as guards, while the British garrison lilt «1 out and was taken in charge.
This bit of formality ended. Governor
Hamilton, ait· ndt d by some of his of-

./ci'/fe ι>) murk*ιιιι·η!"

Father Keret, suave looking ami qul>t. occupied himself at tin* little aiiar.
: ! |'.iivnliv
altogether inilifTorcut t'·
r \>;i » U'irr; said, lull lit* lust nul a
·>:··! of tin* taik.
•'tj-.ii li iln'i mires ainlicmli, auili.it."

inwardly

:·.·

r

peated, smiling blandly.

ficers. went back into the fort and the
was closed.
Clark now gave orders that preparations ΐκ· made for hauling down the
British Hag and hoisting the young
banner of liberty in its place, when everything should be ready for a salute
of thirteen guns from the captured bat-

in iiia die, ft exultute!"
ll;:hiii!itii ro.'e to go; ι1*·*·ρ lint's ot
Hit'
worry r-'asi tl I.is fact». Hut when
1: >tl passed outside lie suddenly
ta
·<ni'

il upon ('lark
y tlo you
feri;;> Γ nil·'/"
"1 will tell you,
aswer in a tone
iï

••\t

anil saiil:
demand

gate

Impossible

the stern
sir,"
in which there was
iiu
mercy or compromise. "I would
rather have you refuse. I desire nothfull
so much as an excuse to wreak
was

ter ν

Helm's round face was beaming.
Plainly it showed that liis happiness

supreme, lie dared nut say anything. however, for Clark was now all
It would be
sternness and formality.
dangerous to take any liberties, but he
could smile and roll his quid of tobacco
was

ing

ml Iil.xw:y vengeance on every man
in that fort who has engaged in the
business of employing savages to scalp

j:

..rave,

patriotic

men

and defenseless

from cheek to cheek.
Hamilton and Fa rns worth, the la Iter
elightly wounded in the left arm, which

ami children. The cries of the
widows anil the fatherless on our frou·
iiers require the blood of the Indian
If you choose
pari is ms at my hands.
ι
rhk tlie massacre of your garrison
women

was

save

er

dian agent, now. with some difficulty
clearing his throat, spoke up.
•Tray, sir." saiil he, "who is it that
yon call Indian partisans?"
•'Sir." replied Clark, seeing that his
words had gone solidly home, "I take
Major Hay to \»e one of the principals."
This seemed to strike Hay with
force. (Mark's report says that

he was "pale and trembling, scarcely
able to stand." and that "Hamilton
blushed, and. I observed, was much afif
fected at his behavior." Doubtless
had
the doughty American commander

feelknown more about the governors
added
ings just then he would have
than
that an awful fear, even greater
the Indian agent's, did more than anyelse to congest the veins In his

gate.
"They shut uie otrt"!" he bellowed furiously. "I am (Iaspard Roussi I Ion, and
void!
they shut me out. me! ZilT! Me
Je vais entrer immédiatement, moi!"
lie attracted but little attention,
however. The people and the soldiery
inwere all too excited by the special
terest of the occasion and too busy
for
with making a racket of their own
Itoiissilany individual, even the great
lon, to gain their eyes or ears. Ile in
turn scarcely beard the tumult they
made, so self centered were his burnocing thoughts and feelings. A great
casion In Vincennes and he, (Inspard
Koussillon, not recognized as one of
the large factors in it! Ah, no, never!

thing

face.
without reach·
ι The parties separated
the end had
ing an agreement, but
! conie. The terror lu Hamilton's soul
scene enacted
was doubled by a wild
scene
under the walls of his fort, a
this
which, having no proper place in
as its historical Interest
strong
story,
is. must be but out-

unquestionably

lined. A party of Indians returning
in KenI from a scalping expedition
! tucky and along the Ohio was capthe tofl η bj
tu red on tlie outskirts of
some of Clark's men. who proceeded
full view
to kill and scalp them within
after
of the beleaguered garrison,
which their mangled bodies were tiling

ol of Amvrlcan territory.

>

Jazon. serving as the ornamental extreme »if i>ii" line, was conspicuous for
iiis outlandish garb and unniilitary
bearing. The silence Inside the stockade offered a strong contrast to the
tremendous roar of voices outside.
Dark made a signal, and at tbe tap of
a drum «Beverley shook the ropes loose
and liegan to lower the British colors.
Slowly the bright emblem of earth's
mightiest nation crept down in token
of tin· 'net thai a handful of backwoodsmen had wo· an empire by
stroke of pure heroism. Beverley detached the flag and. saluting,
haniled it to Colonel Clark. Hamilton's breast heaved and iiis iron Jaws
tightened their prnsstire until the lines
of his cheeks wur·* deep furrows of

May
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be in
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disinfects, kills all (terms, and makes cowi
breed. Also effective where cows are irreg
ular in coming In season and where thej
cause straining.
do not clean. Does
William K. Parke, of West Boylston
Mass., says: "One ol my cows was re
treat
pcatediy bred Ineffectually. After
ment with Hood Farm Antiseptic Breedinj
Powder the first service was successful."

to

should

It
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more

with rage, a

!

four

j

rage which

fiery condensation of self

approval than augr.
Outsid" the shouting,

Hood Farm
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quivered

was

singing and
volhuzzas gathered strength and
a hoarse
ume until the sound became
had overroar. Clark was uneasy. He
heard much of a threatening character
he
during the siege. The Creoles were,
hi-t
knew. Justly exasperated, and even
a spirit
own men had been showing
a
which might easily be fanned Into
He
dangerous (lame of vengeance.
formaliwas very anxious 11 have the
of
poises-Ion of th.· fort
ties

over

Il

III*

ni ll'S»

tll

Uirr

BUUÎK"

much agitated as Hamilton, yet
hey both forgot, what he remembered,
hat a hundred grim frontier soldiers
(irere look in* on. Hamilton had his per-

ivas as

splendid

lonal and official dignity to sustain,
ind he fairly did it under what a presnire of humiliating and surprising circumstances we can fully comprehend.
Sot so with the two young people,
Handing as it wer* in a suddenly he*

Just then there was a birdlike
a winglike rustle, and a light ligAll
ure îlltted swiftly across the area.
Hamilton
eyes were turned upon it.
recoiled, as pale as death, half lifting
iiis hands as if to ward oft a deadly
mo ve-

inent.

itowed ail ! incomparable happiness on
he verge of a new lil'e, each to the otli•r an unexpected, jnhoped for resurection from the dead. To them there
vas no universe suve the illimitable
'xpanse of their love. in that moment
if meeting all that they had su .-red
in account of love was transfused and
loured forth, a glowing libation for
ove'e sake, a tloo«l before which all

a gay llag
flung
lie saw before
his head.
him the girl he had shot, but her beautiful face was not v.axen now, nor was
it cold or lifeless. The rich red blood
was strong under the browned yet delicate skin, the eyes were bright and

blow, and then

wurr.v

ownnl him, but she saw him and
urned to face him. Hers was the advantage. for she had known for some
lours of his presence iu Vincennes and
ind prepared herself to meet him courlgeously and with maidenly reserve.
There is no safety, however, where
ove lurks. Neither Beverley nor Alice

a

out

lut·

—

1Î '«nilton stood a little way from the
foot of th » tall l'agpole, Iiis arms folded in lu<* li-r si. his chin slightly
drawn in. his I>r'<v.'s contracted, gazing 'radily at I'- verley while lie was
un'.· ni the halyard, which had been
(I a Willi I the pole's liase about
woi
The'
I lu·.fc.-t above the ground.
Ain^ican tr ops in the fort were dispos. 1 so as to form three sides of a
Oncle
hollow s..'iare. facing inward.

pain.

1
I
Hearing Alices name caused neverthé
4noilt struggle lu» had forgotten
Icy to look around. Whore was «lie?
tender basis upon which Beverley had
lu the distance lie saw Father Beret
rested bis excuse for leaving Vlncennes. hurrying to the spot where some of the
Sow it ail reappeared in justification men burned ami wounded by the ex>f what was aoing on. It touched the plosion were being stripped and cared
'omantic core ofnis southern nature.
for. Hnmilt<ii> still stood like a statue.
"I say, Lieutenant Beverley," he re- He npjienred to bo the only cool person
lated. "beg Hip young lady's permis- In the fort.
lion to use her Ilag upon this glorious
Miss Rouesillon?
"Where la Alice
Keasion, or shall I do it for youV"
Where did Miss Itoussillou go?" BevThere were no miracles In those erley exclaimed. staring around like a
!
jrnve days, and the strain of life with
lost man. "Where is she?"
ts terrible realities braced ail men and
"D'know." said Oncle Jazon, resumA'omcn to meet sudden explosions of
of droll diguirprise, whether of good or bad ef- ing his habitual expression
tne jes* as thet
fect, with admirable equipoise, but nity. "She eliot apast
loose, 111Γ she went like er
Beverley's trial, it must be admitted, thing busted
huiuniin' bird, skltch Jes' thet way—
ivas extraordinary. Still he braced liimmore, "cause I
•elf quickly and his whole expression an' I didn't sin· Vr no
Inter seven tit<;
•hanged when Clark moved to go to was skeert mighty ni^li
clean
Mice. For he reali/.ed now that It was 'spect tluit 'sploslon Mowed Ιιφ*
Never was so
Veiitrcljeu!
ndeed Alice in tlesh and blood, stand- away?
plum outen breath an' dead crazy weak
tig there, the center of admiration,
iiling the air with her tine magnetism o' bein' afeard!"
"Lieutenant Beverley." roared Clark
ind crowning a great triumph with
In his most commanding tone, "go to
1er beauty. lie gave her a glad, flashthe gate and settle things there! That
ng smile, as if he had Just discovered
mob outside is trying to brink in!"
1er. and walked straight to her, his
The order was instantly obeyed. hut
lands extended. She was not looking

LU

was

over

tarriers broke.

Father Beret was looking on with a
it range lire in iiis eyes, and what he
'eared would hapten did happen. Alice
et the llag fall at Hamilton's feet.
Mien neveney came ueai net Miming
hat great. glad smile, and with a joyius cry leaped into his outstretched

sudden incident had bewildered him,
hut his virile nature was instantly and
wholly charmed. Something like a
breath of violets shook the teuderest

trms.

Jean snatch* d up the fallen banner
nul ran to Colonel Clark with it. Two
ninutes later il was made fast, .n.d the
inlyard began to squeak through the
ude pulley at the top of the pole. Γρ.
ιρ climbed the gay little emblem of
rlory, while the cannon crashed from
he embrasures of the blockhouse hard
>y, and outsiile the roar of voices reThirteen umis boomed the
ioilbled.
lalute. though it should have been fotireen. the additional one for the grert
lort h western territory that day annex■d to the domain of the young Ameri-

chords of his heart.

Alice stood I'.ruily, a statue of triumph. her right arm outstretched,
holding the flag high above Hamilton's
head, and close by her side the little
hunchback Jean was posed in Ids most
characteristic attitude, gazing at the
banner which he himself had stolen
and kept hidden for Alice's sake and

because he loved it.
There was a dead silence for some
moments, during which Hamilton's
face showed that lie was ready to collapse. Then the keen voice of Uncle

it

—r-r

Jazon broke forth:
"Vive Zhorz.h Vasinton! Vive la bannière d'Alice Uoussilloii!"
He sprang to the middle of the area
and fung his old cap high in air. with a

Ji mill' In line him tilt ijivl Ιι< hml *h·».
flag went up at oui
repuntic.
I'incennes never to come down again,
ind when it ivarbwl its place at the
Alice
op of the staff Beverley ami
itood suit' by side looking at il. while
lie sun broke through the clouds and
lashed on Its shilling folds, and 1«»v«*

Vive George
What do you think of It,

république!

inabashed

rouiig faces.

"C'est moi, Gaspard Roussillon;
voici, messieurs!"
There was a spirit in the air which
caught from Alice a thrill of romantic
energy. The men in the ranks and the
officers in front of them felt a wave of

fore it and shouting:
"Back, fools! You'll aii be killed. The
powder is on tire! 7.if!'! Knit!"
Wild as a Marc!i hare, he bristled
with terror ti.l fo incd at the ns-utMi
lie stamiMilcd the entire i: hs. Tlicre
was a wild howl, a rush in the oilier

direction followed, and -■•••n enough
the esplanade and all the space back to
the barricade.; and beyond were <|itite

deserted.
Alice was not aware tliit a seriuis
accident had happened. Natunlly sh»·
thought the great. rattling, crashing
noise of the explosion a mere part of
the s|>ectaciilar show. When the rush
followed, separating lier and I'-v-vley.
une
It was a great relief to her in
way. for a sudden recognition of the
boldness of her ιιΊ'ιοη in the Unie scene
ended came over her and bewil-

just

An impulse s.aii her running away from the spot where, it
seemed to her. she had invited public
derision. The terrible noises m!I around
her were, she now faiici' d, 1 ·« 11 the
and booting of rude men who

dered her.

jeering

had seen her unniaidetily forwardness.
With a hunting face she Hew to the
postern and slipped out. once more tak
ing the course which had become so familiar to her feel. She did not slacken
her speed until she reached the iloiircifT cabin, where she had made her
home since the night when Hamilton's
bull struck her. The little domi-

glorified

the

two

strong,

She plunged her dusky face btwee»
Alice's cheek and shoulder. Alice htljt
ged her sympathetically and said:
'•lint licne will come. I know lie will,
dear."

'•Oh. but do you know It? Ts It true?
Who told you? When will he comeV

Where is he? Tell me ab uit him!"
Her head popped un from her friend'»
neck and sh·· smiled brilliantly through
the tears that were still sparkling: on
her loue black lashes.

CIIAFTER XXI.

HISTORY

would be a very order
could the dry as dust
historians have their w.i.v. and
doubtless it would I*» thillling] y romanti·· at every turn if the novel
j sts wi re able to control its current,
fortunately neither one nor t!:<· .>!i:er
j lus much influence, and the resnh in

....

crying"—
"No, of course not: you didn't have a
thing to cry about. Lieutenant Beverley told you just where he was going
and Just what"—
"But think. Adrienne. only think of
the awful story they lold—that lie was
me

killed, that Governor Hamilton had
Γ.one Hair for killing him and
bringing back his scalp! <>h. ib- .r, just
think! And I thou.ht it was true."
"Well, I'd be willing to think and believe Anything in the world if Bene
would come back," said Adrienne, her
face, now uncovered, showing pitiful
"Oh. Alice, Alice,
lines of suffering.
and lie never, never will come!"
Alice exhausted every device to cheer,
encourage and comfort her. Adrienne
bad been so good to her when she lay
recovering from the shock <>f Hamilton's pistol bullet, which, although it
came near killing her. made ιιυ serious
It was
wouii I only a bruise, in fact.
one of those fortunate accidents or
providentially ordeml Interferences
which once in awhile save a life. The
stone disk worn by Alice chanced to lie
exactly la the missile's way. and.
while it was not broken, the ball, already somewhat cheeked by p-issing
through several foiils of I'ather Beret's
garments, flattened itself upon it with
a shock which somehow struck Alice

paid

senseless.
Here, again, history in the form of
an ancient family document (a letter
written ill 18-1 by Alice herself κ!ν« s
us the curious brace of incidents- -to
wit. the breaking of the
f
Beverley's breast by a British mi·
ball and the stopping of Ha

bullet over Alice's heart by the Indiat
cbartu stone.
"Which shows the goodness of God."
the letter noes on. "and also seems to

sustain the inula η legend com· 'ruing
the stone that w noev. r might v. >ar it
I n jue^i >nabk·
could not be kill···!
(sict Mr. Hamilton's slot. wl>ic!i v. as
*'t,
a lined at poor. «!«·:« r old I it:, r !··

would have pierced my heart 1 H I r
that charm stone. As for my lo« kot. it
did not, as some have reported, save
Fitzhugh's life when the un>kei ball
The ball was su -·; :it
was >1 >pped.
that the blow was only hard enough to
spoil temporary (>:< 1 the face of tlie

miniautre, which was afterward restored fairly well by an artist in I'a ris.
When it did actually save lit/hugh's
life was out on the Illinois pi.i111. The
savage I.ong Hair, ρ-ace to his memory. worked the miracle of restoring to
me"— Here a fold in the paper has destroyed a line of the writing.
The letter Is u sacred family paper,
and there is not Justification for going
farther Into its faded and. In some
parts, almost obliterated writing. But
so much may pass into these pages as
a pleasant authentication of what otherwise might be altogtlicr too sweet a
double nut for the critic's teeth to
k.
While Adrienne and Alice were still
discussing the probability of Iteiie du
((olivine's return M. Koussillon came to
t!
door. He was in search of madam·,
his wife, whom he bad not yet seen.
era

[TO

BE

JINGLES AND JESTS.
I'ntent.

Wtr'll live upoti

, iml

Then after that we will be sur·
To criticise and carp
Unies* on patent g I ! η streets
We

play

patent harp.

Accidental·.

"Didn't you say there

were

nc«1den·

tais in that music ?" asked Mr. t'umrox.
"A «real many." answer»··! hisdaughter. who has musical ambitions.
"Well, it's a great comfort to know

that you were not doing it all on purStar.

pose."—Washington
Λ

Mean

Map.

Miss Oltltun (coyly»— When he proposed. I kept him in suspense for at
least ten minutes.
Miss Sharp Oh, I guess not. I supto you.
pose it merely seemed liiat long

/her·

name.

—i'lilladelphia i'resa.

In Time of N'eed.

Scribbler— I'm writing a hook caiV^d
"How to Live on Five Hundred hollars a Year."
SerawI τ What's your object?
Scribbler To get the S.V»0.—Phlladel

improbable.

phia Ueeord.

Ma («l.ed.

"Tlley
they ?"

from our heroine
vhile she betakes herself out of a sit
which,
latiou
although delightful
, •nouirh fora blessed niitiut". has i|tiii-k-

railing attention

Before he finished speaking—Indeed
at the first glance—he saw that Beverley, like Hamilton, was white as a dead
man, and at the same time it came to
bis memory that his young friend bad
confided to him daring the awful march
through the prairie wilderness a love
story about this verv Alice Roussillon.

a

lier I· tir is hmr. n. lier eyes the snme;
Her dlyp· sliion'n :<weet and bright;
a naught | .1 change—except her

Were our simple story of oM Yin
( •ennes a mere tiction we shouid hesiate to bring in Hi·· explosât;· of a mag
i/.ine at the fort with a view to sud
, leu confushn and by that means dis-

It is a good idea. Get the young lady's
flag and her permission to run it up."

patent food

The Only Πι a it kc.
My ladylove Is perfect unite:

novels are
he long run is that
, iliockingly tame, while the lar;e body
, >f history is loaded down with pietur, •sque incidents which if used in tictioo
Toulil be thought absurdly romantic

Run up the young
lady's flag!" some one shouted. And
then every voice seemed to echo the
words. Clark was a young man of nobk> type, in whose veins throbbed the
warm, chivalrous blood of the cavaHere. A waft of the suddenly prevailing influence bore him also quite off bis
feet. He turned to Beverley and said:
"Do it! It will have a great effect.

a

Ami draw » pu tent breath
Until upon a patent bed
W e die η p.ι tent death.

most

"Raise her flag!

contint:ID.J

—Philadelphia I.edgei-.

ly affair

like.

are

well

matehed.

aren't

"Yes.
lier delightfully soft voice
well with his detestably soft
head."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

goes

uny become an embarrassment quite
•11*1 urable. Hilt we simply adhere to
< lu
he established facts in history,
in·
ng to some carelessness there was
Iced an explosion of twenty-six Π
a mighty
| )ound cartridges, which made

Λ Cirent η ml (,οοιΐ Μη η.
For Its true worth lits heart so f^r i.t Is
not
Kateemed by half.
He saw a m. u fall <<u an Icy spot
And didn't laugh.
—Baltimore News

Don't forget the old man
vvith the fish on his back.
For nearly thirty years he
■our and struck the newly installed
so to say, scattera
into
heap,
ias
been traveling around the
jarrison
Actrea·.
ng things terribly and wounding six
world, and is still traveling, "The A Contrary
lieu, among lliem Captains Howuian
manager doesn't seem to have
ind Worthington.
'^ringing health and comfort much influence over the leading lady."
"No. He can't convince lier that she
After the thunderous crash came a wherever he goes.
momentary silence, which embraced
he Isn't acting for her own good."—I'liilu
To the
consumptive
Kith the people within the fort and the
delphia Bulletin.
Then the rush brings the strength and flesh
ivild crowd outside.
Even he so much needs.
Crltie·' Contention·.
nul noise were indescribable.
Clark gave way to excitement, losing
Clarence— I don't know a thing about
To all weak and sickly
•omniaml of himself and of course of
music.
children he gives rich and
I
Ills men. There was a stampede toClnrinda—Oh. that's all right.
the
of
food.
ward the main gate by one wing
don't know anything about art.—Destrengthening
troops in the hollow square. They litTo thin and pale persons troit Free Press.
erally ran over Beverley and Alice.
le gives new firm flesh and
A Shock.
Hinging them apart and jostling them
Of
without
mercy.
ich red blood.
lilther and yonder
With skillful hand the cook reversed
subsided.
The
pancake that It might not burn.
course the turmoil quickly
Children who first saw the
To whom the narvoul pancake aald:
Clark and Beverley got hold of them
"Oh, dear! You gave me euch a turn!"
>ld man with the fish ars now
Helves and san*; out their peremptory
—New Orleans Tlmea-Demoorat.
It was
orders with excellent effect.
jjrown up and have children
The men
An KipUnatloa.
like oil on Paging water.
of their own.
"Maud's latest photograph la just
obeyed in a straggling way, getting
He stands for Scott's Emul- lovely!"
back into ranks as best they could.
"Is It?"
"Ventrebleu!" squeaked Oncle Jazon. sion of pure cod liver oil—a
"Yes. I had to ask who it was.""Ef I didn't think the ole world had
food and a natural
delightful
Life.
busted Into a million pieces!"
Brouklyn
ronic for children, for old folks
He was jumping up and down not
Wllllnv to Demoaatrat·.
three feet from Reverley's toes, waving and for all who need flesh and

All Humors

Hood's SarsaparlUa
and Pills
overcome

"Zin: me voici! Moi! Oa-pard Rous·
sillon. I«*ilssez-nioi passer, .· ssieurs.'
A great body hurled its, if frantically
past Beverley and the guard, going out
through the gateway against tie· wall
of the crowd, bearing ev< rything be-

ROME TK.vNSAi TIONS IN BC.W.PS,

irresistible sympathy sweep through
their hearts. Her picturesque beauty,
her fine temper, the fitness of the incident to the occasion, had an instantaneons power which moved all men

all humors,

ι lie

an

me

Remove

line!"

yet!"

M. le Gouverneur?"
The poor little hunchback Jean took
off his trap and tossed it in rhythmical
emphasis, keeping time to her words.
And now from liehind the hollow
square came a mighty voice:

u

reach d the gate.
"Back there at once!" he commanded. not loudly, but with intense force,
"back there!" This to the inward surging \v -dge of excited outsiders. Then
to the guard:
"Shoot the tlrst man who crosses the

the importance of her statement. "A
hunch··'·! men are killed, and the powder is on tire!"
She poiiiM .'·] into Alice's arms. still
tnlkimi a« fast as her totr u·· could vibrute, chauuinii from subject to subject without rhyme or reason, her prattle mal in:.* its way by «kips and -hies
until what was really uppermost in her
sweet little heart disclosed its· !i".
"And, t> Alice, Kene has not come

The whole situation pretty soon began
to explain itself, as he saw what Alice
Then he beard her say to
was doing.
Hamilton while she slowly swayed the
rippling llag back and forth:
"1 said, as you will remember, M. le
Gouverneur. that when you next should
see this flag I should wave it over your
head.
Well, look. 1 am waving it.

Washington!

hi*

......

bin!, nr.d I don't know \vL<·:*♦· he is.
But- -but they always» come back."
"You say that because your man—liecause Lieutenant Beverley lias returned. It Is always so. You liave everything to make you happy, while I—I"—
Again her eyes spilled their shower,
and she hid her fare in her bands,
which Alice tried In vain to remove.
"Don't cry. Adrienne. You didn't S' e

onc e,
postieiilatiny: iti every direction
lier petite limine comically ililatetl with

it, h'ist it!"
Ilo was dancing with a rickety liveliness, his goatish lens and shriveled
body giving liim the look of an emaciated satyr.
Clark had been told by souie of bis
crcole ollicers the story of h>w Alice
raised the flag when Helm took the
fort and how she snatched it from
Hamilton's band, as it were, and would
not give it n)t when be demanded it.

la

once more

soul groped in darkness while the
whole of his life seemed unreal, a wav( zing.
misty, hollow dream. And yet
his military duty was all real enough.
!'
kn-w just what to do when he

pistol

shrill war whoop.
"Il'ist it. h'ist it: Il'ssez la banniere
de Mlle. Alice Houssillon! Voila, que
c'est glorieuse, cette banniere la! »l'ist

Vive

Beverley had relapsed,

cile was unite empty of Its household,
but Alice entered and tiling hers !i into
a chair, where site sat quivering and
breathless win η Adrienue. also much
excited, c: in·' in. pr.-cedcd h.v a stream
of p: itois that sparkled continuously.
•"I'll·· fort is l»!owti up!" she erietl,

Are impure matter· which the akin,
liver, kidneys and other organs can
And he strode along the wall of the
not take care of without help, there is
heavand
corners
the
turning
stockade,
till ■uch an accamulatim of them.
the
over
inequalities
ily shambling
fashe reached the postern. It was not
They litter the whole system.
tened, some one having passed through
Pimples, boils, eczema and other
Just before him.
loss of appetite, that tired
"ZilT!" he ejaculated, stepping into eruptions,
bilious
the
nfter
turns, fits of indigeshimself
feeling,
the area and shaking
"C'est mol!
manner of a dusty mastiff.
tion, doll headaches and many other
unGaspard ItoussUlon!" His massive
troubles are due to them.
der jaw was set like that of a vise, .vet

Into the river.
furIf the British commander needed
with·
tlier wine of dread to till his cup
al it was furnished by an ostentatious
an forces for
ma -shaliii" cf the Amer!
_

conditions.

tide that seemed beyond all comparison with th·' population of Viiicennes.
Hamilton heard it and- trembled inwardly. afraid lest the mob should
prove too strong for the guard.
One leon'ne voice roared distinctly,
high above the noise. It was a sound
familiar to all the Creoles, that bellowing shout of (îaspard Iiousslllon's. He
was roaniin : around the stockade, having been turned back by the guard
when he tried to pass through the main

deadly

LOWS

some-

Outside the fort the Creoles were beginning a noise of jubilation. The rumor of what was going to be done had
passed from mouth to mouth until every soul in the town knew and thrilled
.Men, women and
with expectancy.
children came swarming to see the,
slight and to hear at close range the
crash of the camion. They shouted. In
a scattering way at first: then the tumult grew swiftly to a solid rolling

Major Ilay.

I OUr

bandaged, stood together

what apart from their fellow officers
while preliminary steps for celebrating
their defeat and capture were in progress.
They looked forlorn enough to
have excited deep sympathy under fair-

those despicable redhaiuled
What
partisans. have your pleasure.
than
,'ou have don*.· yon know better
I do. I have a duty to perform. You
nature. I may
ir.i-.y be able to soften its
some
iai..· it iuto my head to send for
of our bereaved women to witness my
terrible work anil see that It is well
done if you insist upon the w.
who was Hamilton's In
to

! Made

COAL

ί

•such

Don't have your faith in the orchard
W.
shaken by the great stor.es of big potaSouth Paris, Me.
to crops.
Astonishing profits can bt
,
cited from both, and whether the on·· or
the other will prove best for you will
depend upon the man and his surroundtwo
ings. The best thing about these
room for both, an d
crops is that there is
neither need interfere with the other.
dry wood The land where potatoes are grown to
We are now
the natural fruit
into South Parie by the car load, best advantage is not
soil where
The high
land.
granite
customers in any
»8 not
and can
apples obtain highest perfection
the land where potatoes can be grow η
desired.
quantity
So grow the fruits on the
■«.t least cost.
!
strong orchard lands and the
the mellow loams, and many times a
I
I
in all size* as usual.
single crop of either will meet the cost
of the land and pay the expense of productton
Only there is this distinction:
-incase of the fruit the tieesareleft
intact after the bearing ready to clupli
cate their bouuty for years half » bun
Prof. Woods of the Maine experimei
Soutli Paris.
To the young farmer who intelli station is firmly of the opinion that tli
dred
two
these
to
efforts
his
gently directs
Angora goat can be profitably raise tl i
the star
iu Maine, as the climatic feeding coi >crops success is assured from
—Maine Farmer.
»
ditions are admirably adapted to tt
tot e
purpose, fie thinks Maine onght
Burtoou
Votorlnary
See that the yards and floor of the particularly interested in this industr
High Street, Soutl house are clean and dry so thatthe eggs as mills in this state use more of tt
K. F. 1). No. 1.
than all tl ie
Paris, Me. Curtis Hill and Paris Tele are not tiltliy when gathered. Absolute- product of these animals
24
ne\u other factories in the country oombinei 1.
ly fresh eggs in such condition are
phone, Divisiuu No. 2. Telephone
—New England Farmer.
Street. Prompt attention.
in demand.

\

<·

···

1

One of the leading patrons of th B
*'
state writes the Farmer as follows:
have just been reading your editori;
and note regarding the grange in th e
iast Farmer and ain led to add a heart y
Ours is a secret organization fo r
amen.
its own protection, and while much ( f
the regular programme and business ! s
of public interest becauso of its wid β
β
range, the distinctive qualities of grang
instruction must be protected elsether 9
will be no power of discipline or unit V
of effort. There is a demand for mor e
closely guarding what strictly pertair 8
to the order and keeping it within tti
lines of membership. We must pn»te< I
our officials by
guarding them froi II
misconstruction through this publicity '·
"
The Farmer takes the sound poeitio
and at a time when it is needed.
Maine Farmer.

Ν

*o.'ti?r the air, tenderer the blending
s »nuls of the water murmur, leaf rusU>'. bird song and slave song until hand
in hand lie wandered with Alice in

1S#7W WW ίF m
hW\
SféJtyW :λ;

ad.\nfmais

Money Crops.

never-

brave, the cherry lips, slightly apart,
gave a glimpse of pearl white teeth,
breezy hilltop overlooking a sunny and the dimples those roguish dimples
plantation, with a little river lapsing —twinkled sweetly.
Colonel Clark looked on in amazeand shimmering through it. His mother's dear arms were around him, her ment and in spite of himself in adloving breath stirred his hair, and his miration. He did not understand. The

hoi^seou.d

Two llood

low that little triumph at Yincennes,
what pleasure could it have afforded
him? Alice, Alice, only Alice; no other
thought had influence save the recur-

ance

°|

I

honorable terms allowed and, lastly,
the contidcnec in a generous enemy."
Confidence in a generous enemy! Abject tear of the vengeance Just wreak<<<1 upon his savage emissaries would
have been the true statement. Beverley read the paper when Clark sent fur
him, but lie could not join in the extravagant delight of his l'ellow otneers
What did all
and their brave men.
this victory mean to him? Hamilton to
l>e treated as an honorable prisoner of
war, permitted to strut forth from the
fort with his sword at his side, his
head up—the scalp buyer, rtie murderWhat was patriotism to
er of Alice!
the crushed heart of a lover? Even if
his vision had been able to pierce the
future and realize the splendor of Anglu-Saxon civilization which was to fol-

conceal bis contempt of ('lark.
The five men of history. Hamilton.
Ποίηι. Hay, Clark and Bowman, were
not distinguished diplomats.
They
went at their work rather after the
Clark
hammer and tongs fashion.
bluntly demanded unconditional surHamilton refused. They arrender.
gued the matter. Ileltu put in his oar,
trying to soften the situation, as was
his custom on all occasions, and received from Clark a stinging reprimand. with the reminder that he was
nothing but a prisoner on parole and
had no voice at nil in settling the terms
of surrender.
"1 release him. sir." said Hamilton.
"He is no longer a prisoner. I am quite
willing to have Captain Helm join
freely in our conference."
"And I refuse to permit his accept-

cbt-w

has^he

liroke coin-

so

articles of capitulation the following
reasons tor Ills action: "The remoteness from succor, the state and quantitv of provisions, etc.; unanimity of officers and men In Its expediency, the

ficially and discuss terms of surrender
with a roiiL.ii backwoodsman, could not

^en

ΚΛΚ.1Ι ΚΟΚ WALK.

jrenernl ::ss::ult. liis spirit

that It looked like « godsend to liiiu when Clnrk finally offered
terms of honorable surrender, the consuuiiuntion of which was to l>e postponed until the following morning. lie
accepted promptly, appending to the

autumn

tj

&

:ι

pl'ioly.

ior

ley, he assigned him to the duty of
hauling down the British flag and running »ip that of Virginia. It was iin

con
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By MAURICE THOMPSON

OSTIItUED.]

senuing

of pr!de or pleasure, moving as a mere
machine in performing an act significant l»eyo m1 any other done west of
the mountains in the great struggle
for Amer ...11 independence and the

Γ

xmu

control his rorces.

honor of no doubtful sort. which under
different circumstances would have
made tli» lieutenant's heart plow. As
it was he proceeded without any sense

1
f

without^»

J

Hours—W to 13— 1 to A.
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ALICE of OLD
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CorresiK>n<Knee on practical agricultural topic·»
le solicited
Aildraee till communications In
ten<le<l (or this department to Hksry D.
*
Η
>M>, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, Parte, Me.

à
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Oxford

The

all

tone and

(their effects, strengthen,
invigorate the whole system.

UI bad aalt rheum on my bands so that I
ooold not work. I took Hood's SarsaparlUa
and It drove ont the humor. I continued
Its dm till the sores disappeared." Mas.
bu Ο. Β mow*, Romford Falls, Me.

his cap excitedly.
Ya. ya. ya!
"But wasn't I skeert!
Vive la bannlere d'Alice Roussillon!
Vive Zhorzh Yasinton!"

Hood'· Saraaparilla promise· to
taking
our· and kMp· th· promlM.
with, so that he couid the better
ι

*

I

1

strength.

SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemist·.
New York.
10Θ-415 Pearl Street.
60o. and $1.00 j all drugslat·.

"Do you really believe that 'the proof
"
of the pudding is in the eating?'
"Sure. Give me the pudding, and I'll
prove It."—Philadelphia Bullctiu.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
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Sreeof

Proprietor·.
A. E. Ko κ au».

Τ woo υ.

Γ κ km·
#1.5») a year If paid strictly lu advance
otherwise #.' <*> a year. Single copiée 4 cents
—

All legal advertisement»
ΑυνκϋΤίΛΚΜΚΝΤβ·
are glren three consectlve Insertions for 91.M
of
column. Special contract»
per inch la length
made with local, transient and yearly advertle
—

era.

Job I'kintino —New type, fast presses,
power, experienced workmen ami low prlcet
combine to make thin department of our bual
ness complete and popular.

steam

Coming

Events.

Keb A.-l<rsiii»"lKiwn It Maine," by class *"4,
I'arts Hljrh School, South I'arla.
March I —oxford I'omona tirang«. West Paris
Butlerlly CaruUal of Universal
March i, J, 4
1st Good Cheer Society, South Pari.··.
Aunual town meeting In moot Ox fun I
March 7
—

—

County towus.
s.--Supreme Judicial Court, South l'art».

March

SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

special I losing < 'ul Sale
Klanue^ette Wrapper?

Hau l Concert
Kose A liuom 1 Cream.
1 <>ur Spring Hat.
AH Winter Underwear.
E. A. strout Farm Agency
S. Kit hard*. Optklan.

WtnHd.

Probate Notices.
Notices of Aupolotmeut.
t hange In Whips.
Petition for Discharge In Bankruptcy.
Dr. Austin Tenner.
Ladles' Furnishing House.
Receiver's Notice
»

Facts About New England.
{Hartford Tlmee )
It is common to speak of New England as a sort of political back number,
owing to its relative insignificance in
the matter of area. Admittedly, when
oi
compared with the mighty stretches of
territory included in other groups
states, and even in some single states,
New England's domain seems rather
contracted. Still, it is possible to takt
quite a drive within its boundaries
without having to back out into New
York or Canada iu order to turn around.
The state of Maine alone, with its area
of 35,000 square miles, or more thar

twenty-two million

acres, over a

third

ol

covered with virgin forests, i;
l'robably few
something of a patch,
people have any idea of how large a pari
of that state is still unpeopled and uu
developed. As compared with the litth
more than 4,700 square miles of are.
comprising the state of Connecticut
Maine is imperial in size; yet its popula
tion, by the last census, is nearly a quar
No
ter of a million Mualler than ours.
over one-third of its area is under culti
vatiou. That the future is to witness ; !
I
great development of the state's materia
interests iu one way and another is be
lieved by many of its business men ant
capitalists, who in evidence of thei
faith, are pushing steadily forward th
expansion of old enterprises and th
development of new ones. The stat
hits a shore line of over 2,400 miles, in
eluding indentations and islands, or27 j
miles in a straight line. The larger par (
of this shore line is exceedingly pictut
which

ι»

esque.
Then

UûpUtt Church. Key. H. II. Blsbo|>,
to prove that
Prea»Ulux every Sunday at 11 A. M. (indisputable arguments
prohibition has brought a greater deSuuday School at 12 M Y. P. S. C. Κ. Sunday
JO
7
at
Service
ut
A
Sabbath
afU-rnoou
Kveulog
prosperity in all ways, moral and
M.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
nanciaJ, to our state.
7:S>. JCoveuaut Meeting the last Krl-fay before
All
The necessary precaution of an exactthe 1st Sunday of the month at ϊ 30 P.M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
ing
quarantine by the Board of Health
Pastor.
Universalis! Church, Rev. J. H. Little.
was proven last Saturday when a young
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 a. M.
man, who was boarding in the house
Sunday School at 12 m.
where the quarantine had been on for
Mrs. (Îe<>rgt< W. Cole, brief announcetwo weeks, was removed to the "Cotment of whose death was made in last
two miles from the village sufferweek's paper, died Monday forenoon, tage"
with a genuine case of small pox, as
after having been in feeble health for ing
he had never been vaccinated. No new
some two years with a heart trouble.
cases have appeared siuec and the comThe funeral was on Wednesday aftermunity can reasonably expect that the
noon. and burial at West Paris, her
Too much
disease is under control.
childhood home. Besides her husband,
credit cannot be giveu to the prompt
she is survived by a son. Will, and a
action of our Board of Health despite a
daughter, Laura, both of whom live at sentiment that is always found at such
home.
times among a few, but the community
Hon. and Mrs. (Jeoige F. Hammond
have only words of praise.
started Saturday for a visit to relatives. generally
The academy fair netted the snug litYork
New
and
Boston
in
will
be
They
tle sum of $120 which will be used by a
for a few days, and will probably go to
committee as they consider for the best
Washington the last of this week to interest of the school. Doubtless the
meet their daughter. I)r. Charlotte F.
and reading room will receive
Hammond, on her return from New- librarya
part of the funds. Mr. L)ay, a
be
Orleans. They may
gone some quite
former student, has recently shown his
weeks.
to his alina mater, also his genA Portland party consisting of Mr. loyalty
in presenting quite a number of
erosity,
and
two
Whitehouse
T.
KoVcrt
ami Mrs.
volumes to the academy library.
children and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K.
Mr. Charles Mason, who has a prosHunt and two children with a young
business in Denver, Col., as civil
friend, came to the Hubbard House perous
engineer, is at home for a time to remain
and
over
remain
to
Sunday
Saturday
with his father who has beeu ill for
Washington's birthday, and enjoy the some time.
in
the
winter
of
country.
pleasures
The seniors read their essays Thursday
Snowshoeing is a favorite pastime with afternoon before the school and quite a
them.
number of visitors.
Miss Frances Brinckle came Saturday
Friday evening Miss Gladys Wiley
from Portland to spend a week at the
gave a whist party which was much enllill.
and Mrs. Dr. Wight gave a pit
Miss Flora Murchof South Paris has joyed,
which was also a very enjoyable
been visiting Miss Wilma Kobinson for party
occasion.
a few days.
The friends of Mr. Edwin Harvey,
Newton Cummings gave a Pit party
Bowdoin, 'υ.'», are congratulating him
twenabout
which
at
Saturday evening,
upon being one of the winners in the
ty-live of the young people were guests. Bradbury debate, which makes hiin one
After the supper of the Baptist Circle
of the contestants with Amherst.
it Cummings Hall Friday evening, the
Mrs. Williamson aud son, Bartlett, of
entertainment was given by Mrs. Charles
the
Some Cleveland, Ohio, who are spending
Kdwurds with her phonograph.
winter in Bethel, will visit Cleveland
very good records were played, and a
during the vacation of the academy,
repetition of several of them was de- where Mr. Williamson is a student.
manded.
Friday evening the Canadian Jubilee
Mrs. 'Γ. E. Beedy is at Dr. Houghton's
Singers gave a concert under the auspices
for a few weeks.
of
the Methodist society and the church
Miss Kthel Houghton, who ha* beer
was packed with a delighted audience.
Ottawa
in
brothers
Montreal,
her
visiting
The winter term of the academy will
tnd Toronto, has returned home and will
close next Friday with prize speaking
remain the rest of the winter with hei
in the evening.
aunt. Dr. M. M. Houghton, who is ii:
health.
poor
Bryant's Pond.
The Universalis! Circle will meet al
Mrs. Etfie Rogers has returned to her
Academy Hall Tuesday evening of thi»
week. Feb. £>d. at which time the farce home at Winthrop, Mass. Her mother,
accompanied lier.
comedy, "After Twenty Years," will 1m Mrs. Wing,
Some of the members of Franklin
presented by the following cast:
Grange are at work on the drama, "My
M rs. Yate*
Kluy An«u«
M lis Cole
1'ard," which will be presented to the
\ k'.itli.t Trelawney
A. L. Cole
apt May
public in the near future.
The grange are having the benefit of
Γο be followed by a promenade. Ad
Cur the traveling library of the State (irange,
mission 1Λ cents. Dancing free.
and are deriving a good deal of pleasure
tain rises at 7: ί0.
from it.
kumford Falls.
Mrs. Abbie Dunham gains slowly.
Street
Alden Chase remains the same, in a
Mrs. Chapman of Penobscot
I
for
in
ill
health
seven»
been
who has
helpless condition.
Earle Kelt of Norway ami Mr. and Mrs.
months, was taken Monday to the Maim >
• ieneral Hospital at Portland for treat
George Davis and son spent Sunday with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Felt,
Her daughter. Mrs. A. K. Martin
inent.
Rev. E. A. Davis will preach Sunday,
accompanied her and will remain for ;
Feb. 21, and hold meetings through the
time in Portland.
It is a source of justifiable pride an< I week, assisted by X. M. Simmonds of
satisfaction to the several congregation » Lewiston.
The members of the Eastern Star held
of our community to uote the respec t
tnd sympathy shown religious senti a valentine party at Masonic Hall SaturA short entertainment
ment by the frequent large representative ? day evening.
attendance at Sunday services by the in
consisting of readings and music was enbusi
which
then
the
number
of
creasing
strangers
joyed,
gentlemen chose the
"ess interests are drawing teinporaril; r
partners they drew, and a lunch was
among us.
partaken of which the ladies brought in
While making a short cut across tb î paper bags, the drink being in a bottle.
A good time was enjoyed, and the comriver to his home in Mexico, after at
Klrst
Pastor

KOKBES,

A

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTV.

TUESDAYS.

A Τ WOOD

The churches in the village held a
union temperance meeting Sunday eveuing at the M. E. church. The address
by Rev. Mr. Pringle, assistant secretary
of the Civic League, was both interesting
and instructive. The chief tupic was resubmission and the speaker presented

population, here in Ne\
England: How many people know tha
only six states in the union excee* I
Massachusetts in the number of thei r
inhabitants .' These states are New York
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Missoui J
aud Texas. V other of all the remainia
states hxs even as large a population a
Β
our neighbor across the state line.
the census of HMm the total populatioi
tending a minstrel rehearsal Monda;
of the six New Eugland states is
evening, Harry W. Kanlett broke
of which Maine contains ·»'.»4,4»ϊ*>. Ne\
the i« e. ami got out with some difficulty
Hampshire 1U.58S, Vermont, 343,641
West Sumner.
Massachusetts, 2,S<.»f>,.;46, tthode Island
41'S,.Ί.>>, and Connecticut, 90s,&>ô. Thee
I. <>. Swift visited in Auburn and Lis
tigures would be found to have beeu con b<ui last week. Mr. anil Mrs. Walte r
siderably increased were a census to b Chandler of this village staid with Mrs
taken now. Of course, in the souther Swift while lie was away.
half of New England we are now becouu
Mr. ami Mrs. Charles Buck are receiv
ing a bit crowded, but in the northeri ing congratulations on the birth of a lit
i
there
iu
Maine,
portion, specially
tie daughter.
room yet for a large grow th iu popula
Win. A. Barrows Corps, No. 71», held;
tion.
special meeting on Friday, Feb. 12.
Westward the star of empire takes it
Dr. Ε. H. Andrews of Brunswick wa
way, to be sure. Nevertheless, the peo
iu town Thursday and Friday of las t
need
no
states
New
the
of
Kngland
pie
week.
be ashamed ot their heritage, lu th
Mrs. Oilman Heath has been quite il I
galaxy of sovereignties we are still shin but we are glad to know she is now com
ing brightly.
fortable with hope of full recovery ο f
her general health.
Russia's Friendship.
(ieorge II. Packard is sawing birch fo
ileald Brothers of North Buckiield.
Editor DemtjcrtU:
^
Mr. and Mrs. (Λ E. Dunham recentl; r
While tie great mass of the America!
,*ople, doubtless, place their sympatΚ r entertained relatives from Waterville. I
There was a good attendance and goo<
with Japan in the present conttuthe
tweeii that nation and Russia, and ver r time at the dance on Friday evening
r ^uite a number of couples from out ο f
too. it i. woll to al.·
to

as

I

pany

througï

remen,^

naturally

during our late Cril NNar, Kus&i
frlen.1 «( the fob™.
and rendered hy the presence of he
powerful fleet in
wat.ers
fluence for our cause and m> doubt pw
th !
vented a desired recognition ο
Γ
Southern confederacy on the part
Great Britain. Her attitude towards u: -,
was in
strange contrast to that of th(
English people, aud showed an adnura
sense of justice and consistent.]
;
worthy of emulation. While
her manl
strict "national neutrality,
had most salutary effect upo
the British people and perhaps prevent
conflict and its attendan
loss of Hfe and treasure.
Now. while it is the tirm ami ·»
,,,,ϋ,ν of the United States to preserv
neutrality in the present war in t >
Still it is well to remember th,
friends of the past and by no act hindei
their movements or aid her opponent»
Kussia is a powerful and soniew hat at.
tint

alTra

™

.;rc~

■

preserving

Jourse

ίϊ

loST«

Strict

Sx

fiveiy small in point ».f area and militai j
atid

forces,

it

is

very

natural to fee

sTKaS-'ΐ rsr-

iviM,

*

town

were

The

Very little

cold

keeps peoph

news.

Mrs. Η. T. Glover have s
born last Saturday, 1-ith
came near being a valentine.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant who has boot
visiting in Dixtield, came home thii
week autl is now at work for U. Τ
Mr. and

baby boy,

Glover.

an,I to applicable to th. p*M«
The man who predicted an uuusuall)
« hill 1 ι-old
of affairs m the Ka»t.
February came nearer the mark
will
b.
than we hoped he would.
Am.r,,a„.ail,y
111.Ail still let us not forget the aid am
Birds are very plenty aud are constant
sympathy extended to us in the darkest ly fed by several families.
our efforts to preserve our na
tional integrity and
North Paris.
state

days^>f

suPrenaai'y^Lol l.-N

In Summer-like Florida.

St. ΡβτΚΒβΒί'Κβ, Fla.. Feb. 8, 11MM.
hilitiir Democrat:
It is reported that last month was th
coldest January with one ««eption fu
thirty-four years. Do not think; the
HorwU
was
much partiality shown.
received her share. Jack Frost made ί
rail in this vicinity on the 2d inst., bu
meeting a warm reception, think he left
for the north. Since then "Old sol
reigned, with thermometer ranging
during the day from M to 80.
The interesting point here
This us
st Petersburg mid-winter fair.
a large building filled with thep^ludi
of the surrounding country, all Wiuds
fruit .iud vegetables, also fancy w..rk
am
old curios. Here we see lemons
ind oranges 10 inches in circumference,
vraue fruit weighing two pounds, su
inches in diameter. One branch tive
eighths of an inch in diameter holdi
twenty-eight grape fruit weighing fron
to one and one-half pounds each
Man ν more vegetables are raised no*
than previous to the freeze of
twelve inches long by six inchet
iu diameter, sweet potatoes weighing

™wJ»th»

î.ne

(ijets

S

Thriancv work includes tine embruid

P?rt,er*?

and shell baskets and
Among the curios is an elephant s tooth,
weighing twenty pounds, found in MonΛλ
\ barrel head fourteen inches m
diameter taken from the stomach of a
le.,ward shark. A musical entertain
ment Wednesday and Friday evenings.
As we feast on the strawberries from
our garden, we think of sno w-clad Maine.
Proof of the healthfulness of the place
is made manifest week by
ery

week.^^

Bathsheba J. Bisbee.
S4.mkhv.LLE, M ass Fkb.
Died at the home of her .onJL Alton
Uwlut·
Mrs. Bathsheba J. Bisbee, Pen.
of lb. b-Λ
Bisbee has lived in
has been in good healith
Auu 24
the nth when attacked with heart
trouble which terminated so suddenly,
lutermeut at Wendal
hrook
Mrs. Bisbee would have been s. ;
*
Mr».

KSTrf

SomervUle^sinM

unfi

Si.,

copy.)

(Norway

(Μ>ΠJJJ

AJ..rtto.r pi*»

;»k*ÎX"Œ.1

"m™ rfara

mXg"

and|

vUii

'".««βCoualn.,

uruj

Auburn,
urday.

Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron has been ill his employer or his moth
of late.
Mrs. Rosaltha Ellis of Canton was the
guest of Mrs. Gilbert Tilton last week.
She has gone to Heverly, Mass., to visit
relatives. Her health is quite poor.
b», i» 18
At Neziuscot Hall Thursday evening
the young people held a social. On Friday evening the Grangers did the same.
Fred At wood and wife of Rumford
Falls were in town Saturday, having atHe
" in
applied for a place
tended the funeral of Mrs. At wood's
he Navy and not having received a
mother in Sumner.
The Canadian Jubilee Singers are billed for a coucert at the Baptist church

ïsdiïfg»KHïïkk
ϊ?""η.ΐω. wTodoÏ»»

s^S&sar
hS
ïï vleï

Feb. 25th.
Mrs. Benjamin

health.

Spaulding

is in poor

é&ZSSSà
r-ssr.KKsd
'%Var,en°!>ook-on,
ï?»'»"'1»"!
„n"in °er William Cookson,..
working

The remains of John Walmer arrived
herefrom Cincinnati, O.. Thursday. He
formerly lived in Turner, was a soldier of
i)f the civil war aud a member of FessenHe leaves a wife
ilen Post, G. A. R.

the 11

a'côhï àt

daughter. Mrs. Walmer's maidthi. writing. He,brother,
en
uame was Conant, a member of the with
Conant family of this town.
of
The last services over the remains
His father, Mr, Eldron Stearns,
Mrs. W. W. Tuttle occurred at the Bapthe
tist church Feb. 18. The religious ser- is taking hie place on
t aU
out
Several more cases of measles b
vices were conducted by Rev. Mr.
Athearn. Beautiful Mowers were furbeen very
nished by friends, and the Buckfield
Literary Club, of which she was a member. Mr. Tuttle at three score and ten
has the sympathy of the community in
Conhis loss of an estimable woman, more
the illness nt
last
necticot
in
by
Saturday
alone
is
as
he
seemingly
especially
the world.
daughter Alice
J. F. Packard and George Brown, who
and

one

I

L

ΓβMr8George ^Hammond lias

:'Ai years, 2 months. Ho leaves a widowSchool in the Tuell district closed tht ed mother, one sister and three small
children. He couducted a store at Hi12th. Scholars not abseut were:
ram village and won many friends by his
Ora Ktel«l,
loua Llttlehalc.
Lorenzo Llltlehale,
cheerful and genial disposition, pure
Walter Llttlehale,
Keith MeUl,
Alfretl Au'lrewe
morals and exemplary habits, aud esΖΓψha Porter.
pecially in the Grange, the Odd Fellows
Eunice Gowell was absent only one day. wnd the
Knights of Pythias, of which he
Hitu Stkakns, teacher.
was a
worthy and honored member.
Carl Bacon has bought the Washburn The
sympathy of our entire community
stand in the village.
is extended to the bereaved family.
Wendall Tripp and wife are at work
The Grange aud the Κ. of P. are adfor P. A. Crawford.
mitting now members.
Mr. ami Mrs. H. R. Dunham of Waterville have visited at II. W. Dunham's reMr. William F. Ordway, a respected
cently.
and life-long resident of Hiram, died
Mr. Charles Kimball is very sick.
Ivah Lowe and family have moved tu Feb. 1st, aged about 07 years. He married Miss Eunice Huntress of Hiram,
Snow's Falls.
James Jewett is at John Buttertield's. who died a number of years ago. He
Clayton Churchill's mother visited leaves two sous, Ellsworth, who faithhim recently.
fully cared for his father through along
Mrs. Alton Curtis and little Leon liav« illness, and Edgar, who lives in MassaFuneral
gone to South Paris to visit her parents chusetts, and one brother.
services were held at his late residence,
before going to the town farm.
Rev. C. H. Youngof the Cornish Methodist church officiating.
Burial exerLovell.
cises were conducted by Greenleaf Lodge,
Leola Noyes, Albertha Andrews, and F. and Λ.
M„ of which he was a memJessie A. Chapman are at home from ber. He was also a member of
Cornish
their schools for short vacations.
Grange. Beautiful floral emblems from
C. II. Brown has been contined to the the Masons and the
Grange testified to
house for a few days with a bad cold.
the high esteem m tvhich he was held.
Leroy Poor is still sick and unable to
be out.
Oxford.
Bennett McDaniels is sawing the wood
Mr. JoscelyL, a student, preached at
about No. 4 with an engine and circulai
the M. E. church Sunday
saw.
Kev. Mr. Newport observed Lincoln's
Water is very low in this vicinity and
day on Sunday, and Lincoln exercises
many have to drive the stock to the
were held in the schools during the
streams, while some draw the water in
week.
barrels for all house and stock purposes.
Λ valentine social was held by the
Congregational Sunday School MondayEast Bethel.
evening at the chapel.
The roads are full of loaded teams and
Dr. A. L. Hersey has been at home
much business is being done.
for a week.
Porter Farwell is loading two cars
The new books for the Congregational
with cord wood.
Sunday School have been received. There
Mr. Lester Beau has gone to Dorches- was a
meeting at Miss Ε vie Parrott's
ter, Mass., for a few weeks' visit with
Tuesday afternoon to cover and label
relatives.
them.
J. Cleave Bartlett went to Portland
Geo. Hawkes has been quite sick with
last week to consult Dr. Holt regarding the
grippe.
one of his eyes which is badly injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Begin of BrunsM rs. Etta Bean has gone to Lawrence, wick
visited relatives here Sunday.
Mass., called there by the illness of her
Mr. McKellop of Harvard University
niece, Miss Rilla Armitage, who was has been
canvassing for a book of
badly burned an her hands, arms and reference.
a
live
coal
on
her
body, by
falling
apron.
The schools will close this week with
Her sister, Mrs. Armitage, is also very the
usual exercises.
ill.
Orippe is prevailing to quite an extent.

Mrs. Catherine Charlton of

their

personal effects.

for
Speaking of these various petitions dethe restriction of ice fishing, it is
clared that when they tried to cut
pond
through the ice in one Penobscot
they found it frozen clear to the sandy
111
succeeded
and
bottom, 10 feet below,
on the
chopping out several fine pickerel
way down.

During the celebration of a wedding
in the Italian quarterof Newbury Street,
Portland, Monday morning, Pietro
acciphonso was fatally injured. The
dent was due to the careless use of loaded revolvers in firing a salute, and full
investigation gives 110 ground for any
suspicion of murderous ii.tent.

A}·

The annual encampment of the Deheld
partment of Maine, G. A. K., was C.
Col. Edwin
at Bangor last week.
M ill ikon of Portland was chosen department commander on the first ballot, re177 votes against 130 cast for

ceiving
Capt. Henry 0. Perry of

Fort
Frederick S.

and 30 for Hon.
Vinalhaven.

'to

Fairfield,

Walls of

Between 2000 and 3000 cords of pulp
wood is being hauled above Bingham
and loaded on the cars at Madison for
transportation. The lumber is being
hauled by a Lombard steam log hauler,
92 h. p., capable of hauling 30 cords of
pulp wood or 15,000 feet of logs. The
log hauler is made by Lombard Bros, of
Waterville. Mr. Lombard started for
fur Eau Claire, Wis., with one of the log

"Μ^Κ,Γ»d
%1Γ'«ΓÎwSSÏt

have been sick, are improving.
working
We are sorry to hear that John is
suffering with bronchitis, with a tendenfamily were
cy toward pneumonia.
to Paris Hill last week by the death
Say, is not an apology due from the ed
Democrat for poking sticks at Uncle
evenHicks?
There seems but a short time for rewas tinancially sucafltfr
demption for February, anyhow, with
what she has given us.

MSV°Sl S-and
«3

West Bethel.
"So ehoukl we live tint every hour
May dte as 'lies the uatur.i! flower—
4 self-reviving thing of power.
1'h it every thotutht ami everv «Iccl
May hol>l within Ueelf the ecml
Of future good an t future nec<l.

emergencies

KîîîWM»t-t
8WA,ntbûrbK,1Shurtl»fI

she' prewntedV^^lmsband
Mr" S-1
coniined

Newry.

removed Orville Kilgore t(
the home of his sister at North Newry
His foot, which was so badly frozen, it

day

one

or at least
not seen out on the road to-day.
H. A. Record recently had a nice bathing iub from New York, for which ho is
agent as we understand.
Clara Merrill is visiting her sister and
her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jack,
in Sumner. Clara's health is very poor
this winter, and does not gain.
Frank Hodsdou and little family and
Lawrence Hodsdon and family passed
one day recently with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. R. Ilodsdon.
John Harper is still cutting his wood
to clear his pasture for a stock of cows
he intends to have the coming spring.
Α. T. Kastman hauls his logs to be sawed into box boards.
Mr. Trundy has finished cutting poles
but has not hauled them all as yet.
Mr. Phillips will move to his farm on
Brighton Hill from Auburn the first of
next month, and George Needham will
are

move to

some

place

near

by. They are

intending to buy a farm as soon as they
find one near by, so George Xeedham
can go to and from his store daily.
Locke's
The

give

a

Mills.

ladies of Locke's Mills are to
"Leap Year Ball" at Mount

Abrain Hall, Wednesday evening, March
.'d. Stearns' Orchestra of Norway are
to furnish music.
All are invited.
Mr. W. B. Band was in Portland
Thursday on business.
Mr. Elroy Davis of West Paris was in

town

one

day recently.

It is reported that Will Goodwin has a
slow fever. Dr. Packard of West Paris
is attending him.
There was a poverty dance in Mount
.\bram Hall Thursday evening, Feb.
18th. There were about thirty couples
ind all eujoyed a good time. Bethel
Orchestra furnished music.
Miss Ethel Young of Bryant's Pond
tvas the guest of her friend, Mrs. L. H.

Penley, recently.

Mr. E. L. Tebbets is sick with a severe
;old at his home in Auburn.
The town officers have been settling
1
ip town affairs the past week. It is ex! pected the town reports will be out soon.
Mrs. Clara Ridlon recently visited
ι 'ulatives and friends at West Paris.
Mrs. Ruth Young is caring for Mr·.
Smery Cole, who is very ill.

Rumford

4·

of
Edward 8. Hoemer, ebief engineer
bas
tbe Lowell (Mass.) fire department,
bad nearly fifty years' continuous expe-

REEFERS,

Heavy winter Underwear
Other grades in like manner.
narked from $1 to 80c., 50c. to 3SC.
another
until
year.
investment to pack away

ijood

in one of his elubs intently perusiiig
third rate novel. Midnight found him
still engrossed in the volume.
a

pleaded guilty,

rrogram:

....Dora mil.

i

'«SSS
»~%gs&
Martin,...........Lucie
Keaillng, Mabel

Ker. nation. The wiehing
Kêcitatïon; foÏRMtak"

Kverett.

Ur''1^Mrt McKenney.

Dialogue, Gueete from whlttler L*nn,
character» :

llonsle,.

Mau'l

driven to it

Warren Cookson.

Bov,

Lucte Evl.rett.
llammoml.
Lwla Kmmone.
Mutile Tubhe.
Laura Willie.
Earle Aflame.

ciiûnce

by

want.

Card of Thanks.
Wo wish to return sincere thanks to
our neighbors and friends for the many
kindnesses shown to us during the illness and death of our wife and mother,
also for the beautiful flowers contributed.
Georgk W. Coi.k.
Will Coi.k.
Là un λ Colk.
Paris, Feb. 17, 11MJ4.

ï,iiii Young· Mulching

... .··■■··

The Barefoot

1"ηΚ'

were

for

Apple

Trees and Goose-

Berries.

A correspondent recently sent to the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
which were
the following questions
loi
answered by Professor W. M. Munson,
as below:
East Sumner.
"Is the waste from
shingle mills
The popular drnina entitled "Past (''shingle hair") a better mulch for apRedemption," is to be repeated at Grange ple trees than sawdust? Is there any
Hall on Tuesday evening, Fob. 2.'5d, with objection to pine needles as a mulch for
the same cast of characters as before. gooseberry bushes?"
Many desire to hear it again.
Shingle edgings ("shingle hair") are
A rural free delivery postal route has excellent for mulching either apple trees
been established from East Sumner post or strawberry plants. As in the case of
office taking in the southeast part of the sawdust, it is bettor to use material that
town and up to
the Esquire Briggs is not quite fresh; or take precautions
corner, thence up the road
past the so as to keep it from packing closely
Palmer farms and over Field's Ilill, about the base of the tree. Sawdust is
thence along the east side of Labrador the most satisfactory material ever used
Pond, thence across into Hartford near at the station as a winter protection and
the Young neighborhood, and thence summer mulch for strawberries. It condown by the I)r. Maxim place and the serves the moisture effectively and is
town farm back to East Sumner, making free from weeds.
a route of about 17 miles and reaching
The best mulch for gooseberries, as
about
patrons. Artel J. Russell is for other small fruits, is a lino dust
to be the carrier and begin service the cover provided by thorough cultivation.
first of April. This service will be a If for any reason this can nut be given,
great convenience to mauy, some of I see no objection to tho use of pino
whom reside nearly five miles from the needles or the "shingle hair," referred
to above.
post office.
Chas. D. Woods, Director.
School Hoy
School tilrl
Barbara Krletchlc
Ke>l Κ I'll η gll oo< I,.....
lleclttttlon, Room at the

Brownfield.

TENDENCY OF THE TIMES.
The superintendent of the town farm
lias returned his account which is satisTho tendency of medical science is tofactory to the town. II. W. Durgin is ward preventive measures. The best
hired for another year. There are four thought of tho world is being given to
inmates.
the subject. It is easier and bettur to
On account of the cold weather aud prevent than to cure. It has been fully
bad traveling Monday evening many demonstrated that· pneumonia, one of the
were disappointed in not attending the most dangerous diseases that medical
lecture and musical entertainment at the men have to contend with, can be prevented by the use of Chamberlain's
Congregational church.
There is a good deal of snow on the Cough Remedy. Pneumonia always results from a cold or from an attack of
ground aud the cold is intense.
Miss Lena Perkins and Miss Myrtle intluenza (grip), and it has been observed
have gone to North Conway for a few that this remedy counteracts any tendendays.
cy of these diseases toward pneumonia.
The sick ones iu this vicinity romain This has been fully proven in many
about the same.
thousands of cases in which this remedy
Mrs. Thomas Harmon is in Denmark. has been used during the great prevaMr. and Mrs. ffm. Rowe, who have lence of colds and grip in recent years,
been visiting their children since Christ- and can be relied upon with implicit
mas in Massachusetts, intend to return confidence.
Pneumonia often results
from a slight cold when no danger is
to their home this week.
apprehended until it is suddenly discovered that there is fever and difficulty
East Brownfield.
in breathing and pains in the chest, then
The Congregational Circle met with it is announced that the
patient has
Mrs. Loring Cole at the Uberty Hotel
pneumonia. De on the safe side and
last Wednesday. It was "gentleman's take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy as
afternoon," and a very pleasant evening soon as the cold is contracted. It always
was passed.
cures.
For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
Helen Harmon gave a valentine party South
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
to her friends the 13th.
Drug Store, Norway.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney, Miss Isabel
and
Miss
Gatchell
atStickney
Georgia
Who can equal this for a record of
tended the "Wagner-Parsifal" concert
work? F. W. Littlefield, of South Waterin Portland the 18th.
boro, went to work in C. W. Smith's
Mrs. Hattie M. Sanborn announces
mill 27 years ago last November. He
that she will continue the clothing busihas helped to saw over (JO,000,000 feet of
ness of her late husband and try to give
lumber with a single saw, has never
satisfaction to every one.
broken a saw to seriously injure it, has
There was a dance at Bradbury's Hall
never had to lie <>tï a day by accident or
last Friday night.
sickness and is now running the rotary
A highly interesting lecture 011 "Heroes
saw at the rate of 10,000
per day when
from the Hanks" was given by Rev. Mr.
work soft timber.
Constant of Ipswich, Mass., on Monday they
evening, Feb. 15. Mr. Constant has a
The scratch of a pin may cause the
pleasing address and holds the close atloss of a limb or even death when blood
tention of his audience.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Julia poisoning results from the injury. All
Bean last Tuesday. It was a memorial danger of this may be avoided, however,
service and a special program in charge by promptly applying Chamberlain's
of Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney was carried Tain Balm. It is an antiseptic and quick
out. The roll-call was answered by healing liniment for cute, bruises and
quotations from Miss Willard and several burns. For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
papers on her life and work were read. South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Denmark.

Drug Store, Norway.

The jail workshop and contents at
There was a large attendance at the
Auburn were partially consumed by fire
Grange Circle which was held at Mr.
Edwin Head's Wednesday evening. Thursday night. The loss on the buildAbout 100 took eupper, and a fine time ing is estimated at 90000; on the stock,
$'2000, covered by insurance. The blaze
was had.
Mrs. Emma Warren, who has been caught around the boiler.
nursing Mr. Dudley Perkins the past
three months, has returned to her home A MOTHER'S RECOMMENDATION.
in Portland.
I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Mr. L. H. Ingalls sent to Boston a Remedy for a number of years and have
large consignment of raw fur, bear, no hesitancy in saying that 'it is the best
mink, beaver, rat and skunk, one day remedy for coughs, cold and croup I
this week.
have ever used in my family. I have not
By the blowing out of a plug in the words to express my confidence in this
boiler at the mill o( Mr. A. D. Fessen- remedy.—Mrs. J. A. Moore, North Star,
den, a few davs ago, considerable dam- Mich. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South
age waa done by burning of the fiuea, re- Parle; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug
quiring new onea to be put In.
Store, Norway.

NORWAY.

SOUTH PAHIS.

LIKE··-

THERE IS NOTHING

mous

the senhair the oilier day, "enables
ate tn do almost everything except
mend Hie constitution of the United

/Λ 1/

Stilirs."

)V/^

^HOUSEHOLO

William Heinbold, a noted duelist
time rea century ago nnd at that

LACQUER

old worn, tcratcheJ
restoring original lustre and tone to
floors.
and faded furniture, woodwork and
like rawhld*. It will
LACQURRBT dries over π Κ lit and weurs
not fade, turn white or crack.
A child
LACQUERET Is all right In everyway for everything.
can apply it.
packages ready for use in
LACQUERET is ,iold in convenient
Cherry, walnut, Rottwooil,
Light Oak, Dark Oak. Mahogany,
It is TRANSLUCENT, nonRich Red, Moss Qreen, and "Clear".
in points of merit to
fading. brilliant and durable. Superior

half

pOk
Γ

as one of the most t-xpert
•"Wortlsuicn <>f France and Germany,
of old
mis just died in Salt Lake City
in the Gerage. ilciiilmid participated
with General
m..:i revolution in IMS

garded

ΡΛψΛ
V·:·: Λ

Franz Si-el and Carl Schurz.
Is
Ci.ristian Smith of Harpers Ferry
veteran railone of tlie oldest of t lie
road men 01' this country. He is ninety
lu 1&12 he entered the
one years old.
and Ohio and
employ of the Baltimore
remain* U with it through all the grades

anything

the market.

on

booklet
Ask for Color Card and instructive

"THE PAINTY DECORATOR."
FOR 8ALC BY

4
•■<3

engineer, mechanic, consupervisor, trainmaster, dlsticket agent and passenger

sueinaii.
or.

A

F. H. NOYES CO.,

~~

Senator Frye has been contributing
another epigram to promote the gnyety
of official lire at Washington. "Unaniconsent." he remarked from the

in.

security

ULSTERS,
VIEN'S and BOYS' SUITS, OVERCOATS,
COATS and ODD
LAMB-LINED
and
JAN VAS, LEATHER
TROUSERS are included in this sale.

tifteen years.
reader of
Mr. Chamberlain is a keen
when
fiction. On that memorable day
the Boers
and
between
England
war
the evening
was in the balance lie spent

[iiitcl.er.

first clas*

at prices this month that
We will sell you Our Winter Goods
Hadn't you better look into our
will save you 20 to 25 per cent.
above to you?
stoics and let us prove the

ly good health,

if

cent on

We are Offering Something Bette Γ

rience in fighting lires.
of
Former Governor George K. Nash
as
Ohio recently made bis appearance
courts for
nn attorney in the Columbus
four
in
time
years.
the Hint
Dr. Corydon Richmond, first mayor
his ninetyof Kokomo, Ind., celebrated
in fairsixth birthday recently. He is
but has been blind for

SON, South Paris,

S. P. MAXIM &

Me.

agent.

THINGS THEATRICAL.
Joseph Jefferson's annual spring tvur
begins April 2 in Jacksonville, Fla.
Siirnora l'use is again to try a play
In
by D'Annunzio, "Jorio's Daughter,"

>

the spring in Italy.
Nat C. Goodwin has dropped "My
Wife's Husband" to revive "A Gilded
Fool" and "In Mizzoura."
Daniel Sully recently produced for

WALL PAPER AT
ONE-HALF PRICE.

'

New wall papers are arriving and
for the next two weeks we will sell
150Q rolls of 1903 stock at 50 cents
the dollar.

on

8«"nJrjj

Wittier

SAVE MONEY.

-

If you could loan money at 6 per
mauu.
uic chance.
;il the
WOU1U jump
jump at
you would

Blaine.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

N.

^S.'Barry

be having a hard task a
the bellows in the northwest to keej
such a strong aud steady current of wind
from the mountains to the sea, and wi
hope the machine will soon burst, or the
power in some way become exhausted.

stormy days of winter.
People are resting at home

Brunswick, Sunford,

Falls, Houlton and Skowhegan.

man" at tbe wedding of

BUY NOW.

liv-

best
James G.

ZlW°d

Argentina.
They must

squalls, making this Tuesof our most severe cold and

likely to be a procession of
knocking at the doors of the
next legislature. There are now t wenty
cities in the state and it is possible that
six more may be added in the next few
There is
new cities

now

r,'t^tancc°oïRt"he

If any one has kept a record of th<
number of storms since Dec. 1st, w<
hope to see it reported.
February is passing away without anj
heavy falls of snow, but we know noi
what March may have in store for us.
There is a speculative advance in th<
price of fiour, with over 30 millions o:
bushels of wheat ready for export fron

East Hebron.

Forepaugh

years:

bouse <»f lords.

Brunswick has tried five times to be a city, the first time on any stage a new play
but without avail. The majority seem entitled "The Chief Justice."
Wind girl, who to prefer the town government, yet the
Viola Allen may confine herself to
when
was known as Mamie Ellingwood
place is twice as large as Hallowell,
Heroines in the future
Shakespearean
«I'»
and
even
In this place,
which has long been a city
of her new play
larger than the city of Saco, which was after tiie production
incorporated as far back as 1S<»7. Houl- by F. Marion Crawford.
ton is said to be anxious to be a city and
Toniniaso Salvlnl will sail from Genoa
with an hold the first municipal
of
banner
ago
March !1 and expects to arrive in this
*
Aroostook County.
country about March 22. He will open
Ν
Cushman is in poor health
Two men were arrested at Sanford in "Othello" :it the Knickerbocker theU's
to the house.
and
with having disposed ater. New York. Monday, April 4.
law Mr. Ally, is looking after his mm Tuesday charged
of a small number of spurious fifty cent
interests for the present. Ills daughtei,
Frank Hatch, who staged Clyde
and 25 cent pieces. They wore George
Mrs Pike, has also been at home fora
"Lovers' Lane," "Under
Bachand, aged 35, a painter, who came a Fitch's plays.
the revival of
from St. Johnsbury, Vt., and Southern Skies' ami
ago
year
Locke is at home from PortBenjamin Sturgeon, a brother-in-law, "Uncle Tom's Cabin," is responsible
lmd for a vacation of a week.
who until three weeks ago resided at for tiie new version of "The White
We understand that Pomona Grang
Laconia, Ν. II. They were arrested in Slave."
meets here Tuesday, March 1st.
their room, whero it is said a plaster
Mrs W
II- Lurvey and Mrs. buy
parie mould adapted to the making of
Curtis spent the day at Norway las
TRAIN AND TRACK.
half dollars, five spurious half dollars
Saturday.
and three quarters were found in a bed.
William H. Bancroft, the new genIt is alleged that the men confessed to
Pacific sysThe West Paris Grammar School gave having passed counterfeit coins. Thoy eral manager of the Union
and stated that thoy tem. has been a railway man since
a
Day exercise Thursday, teb.

Maple House and ha. a

near.

snow

come

Clarence Ridhm

Miss Mina Tyler visited relatives in
Lewiston last week.
Miss Grace E. Mason died Feb. Oth ol
quick consumption, aged 14 years.
Only two weeks before our annua'
town elections, so spring must be draw-

Cold

now

'Η
S'p.Tsh'ur™.^ wSitako l"»
"lace.

ers.

They have

has

t'^^ac'^firw-iif^he'Tai'l'l.e

G. Washington's birthday.
The winter drouth continues.
There is more work for the road break-

ing

Being lea,,

haulers Monday morning.

& Sells Bros.' circus, which
is billed for Memorial Day at Portland,
will not only omit its street parade in
deference to a request from the mayor,
but tenders the use of its band to the
Grand Array to assist in the observance
of the day. At the saine time, a newsHartpaper clipping is enclosed from a
we
should
year
ford (Conn.) paper, which questions the
advisability of omitting the parade in
that city under similar circumstances.

°'^^'entertarnme!at laetT^ursda^y

ÎTpleasant

call;

Loro

Judgf George W. De Camp,
Portland ing at Emporia, Knn., was "the

£rAe,;::rrfe»^

Another man ill with small pox ha;
been removed to the post house in Bethel
and it is rumored that Dr. Twaddle, win
is attending the patients there, thinks
Perley.
A large number from the village at- lii* recovery doubtful.
Don Smith is a great sufferer fron
tended the poverty ball at Locke's Mills
rheumatism, and not ablo to work.
Thursday night.
Isaac Kilgore is also suffering ex
Mrs. Leon Whitman and two children
of Spokane. Wash., are visiting Mrs. ceediugly from the same complaint.
J. S. Allen has sold forty tons ol
Eleanor Whitman.
The question of haviug a permanent pressed hay to loggers and other partief
high school here is beiug discussed, and and it is being rapidly removed, in view
all seem to be favorably impressed by of further storms that will make the
it and are giving it considerable en- roads impassable.
The party of young people who lefi
couragement.
Joseph Leon, of far-off Lapland, is Newry for Vancouver safely reachet
employed as machinist at Mann's mill. their destination, having been just ί
Mr. Leon speaks tive languages, and is week making the journey.
He
now learning English quite rapidly.
ureenwoou.
has been in this country but a short
Horace Greeley's advice toyoung men
time.
Miss Lottie Bryant went to South "Go west, young man, and grow «μ with
I'aris last week and stayed a few days the country," gained a certain amount
of notriety on account of the person thai
with her uncle, Charles Duuham.
Ed I'ike is hauling pulp wood foi- said it; but could Mr. Greeley be hert
Frank Cusliman.
to-day he would probably change h if
Wedding cards were received here re- point of compass, and his advice woulii
cently announcing the marriage of be, "Go south, young man, and keej
Horace Cushmau and Lida Wheeler of going that way until you find warm
weather, even if it is on to Cuba, and
Gorham, Ν. H.
Elmer E. Billings lias been drawn grow up there with the Spaniards and
juryman from this town to attend the darkies."
But to lay aside joking and be serious,
March term of court.
the people are getting cold and out ol
Wilson's Mills.
patience; some years sap has ruu earliei
The steam mill on the Abbott brook than this, and now we havesuow storms,
Last
belonging to Percy Kipley, was burned blizzards and zero mornings.
Feb 7th. The stock and machinery are a Wednesday the mail carrier failed to gel
round on account of the roads being st:
total loss as there was no insurance.
Kev. and Mrs. Tuck are still doing blockaded, it being the first time during
missionary work at the logging camps, the winter.
Some of our neighbors are out of hay,
have been to Cupsuptic and Kennebago
and are now at Bern is.
water, dry wood and are not burdened
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Wilson are now with any other kind; and it is the)
cooking at Whitcomb & Gritfiu's at the who would like above all others to see
some signs of spring.
Bean place.
The fish peddler has not put in an apFred Flint is still away under the care
of a physician.
pearance here for more than two weeks,
Fred Langworth, who had his stomach and report says there are none in the
badly hurt by a fall, went out Feb. 14th. market on account of the cold weather,
He had been at work for Whitcomb & We know something about fishing on
the ocean in summer, but not in winter,
Griffin.
Born Feb. 8th, to Mr. aud Mrs. George and have no ilesire to learn.
Mamie Brooks is still at work for Mrs.
a
son.
Xason,
Cole at South Bethel. A letter from
hiram.
her recently is to the effect that she is
Mr. Fred K. Bean, only son of the late contented and happy and her work in
K.
and Mrs. Sarah uot hard.

Bean, Esq.,
George
M. Bean, died in East Hiram, Feb. Sth,
of pneumonia and blood poisoning, aged

for reflection.

BLUE STORES,

the ; =
Lansdowne is to succeed
tbe
of
leader
Duke $f Devonshire as
«

Sheriff Fogg of York, who has kept
the county dryer than it ever wae before,
a candidate
announces that he will not be

Mrs.
was fatally burned on the 13th.
Charlton, who was 75 years of age, lighted her pipe with a match and dropped
tire.
the match, setting her clothing on
University
in
hall
Orono,
The town
of the
Hall, occupied by forty students
were
University of Maine, and a stable, the
burned on Sunday, the 14th, iraking
bt8 worst tire Orono has seen for years. The
saved
students who were burned out

Carver have been stopping at
Jerry Farrar's.
Beuj. Wilson is visiting his brother

present.

continued

Laura Dean went to Portland
p,ace tu» «Λ «
Wednesday, Feb. 10th on a visit.
noxt wee* m»
Stanley Benson went to Portland but will come
Saturday on business.
A. Kill Ion h" been here I
Rev. Mr. Athearn returned from Lisamong
bon Falls Friday.
John LeClare was calling on old acwho has
quaintances Saturday, decked out in
I
White's drue etore for tw
Uucle Sam's regalia. He is stationed at ant m wmies
three months, left Monday of last week
Fort Adams.
He
Mrs. Clara Marston of School Street,
caine to visit her parents Sat-

Bessie

Hebron.
Roads have been broken four timei
this week, and only Thursday. Wha :
the next two «lays bring remains to l»<

quiet.

even-

Cmmrainge being busy

Mies

ing by singing.
Charles Walker of I.itchtield and Miss very painful.

Miss Olive Keeue of Dixtield is thi >
guest of her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs
Charles Field.
The board of selectmen. S. F. Stetson
Charles Bouuey aud Oeo. II. Barrows
met at the othce of the treasurer, (>. A
Chandler, on Monday to close the town'i
books for the tiseal year of liH)3-'04.
Miss Agnes Haselton was removed ti ,
the Central Maine General Hospital
Lowiston. Feb. 1"). Dr. E. J. Marstoi
attended her.

seen.

dispersed closiug a pleasant

sheriff

8IRES AND S0N8.

Maine News Notes.

West Paris.

Buckfield.
Schools closed Friday.

Market

OS

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

The total railway mileage of the
United States is now ·_:·;·>."> miles, the
ulditions of riie year just closed having been ."i.72.". a gain practically the
siihie its til::t of 15102.
AmcricMi railway locomotives to the

Squaro,

MARKED DOWN SALE

number of eighty-seven were purchased by the New Zealand government
two years ago ιιικΙ are now in opera-

—

tion Ihroughust the colony. American
par-sen or co: eiies are also pretty general!.. use!.
Toward the building of its 1N.714
miles of railway the Canadian government has contributed at the average
rate of Si Τ » !'« per mile of railway eon

OF

I

—

Men's Glotlxinsr.
pronounced
at cut
goods
regular
money saving.
have
overcoats
winter
our
weight
prices. All of
SchaHof
Hart,
been marked down. Several styles
Our sales

are

always

occasion of

an

This sale is of

structc<;. the provincial governments
1.7'»7 and '.it·.· municit the rate of
palities at the rate of >7:5 per mile.

$15

for

$20 overcoats

& Marx's

ner

CHURCHMEN.

overcoats are

now

All of

$16.

our

Our $12 overcoats

$12.

fabrics are
comprising wide range of patterns and
The $10 overcoats, in black, grey, olive
now

Two Catholic prints «»f Brooklyn will
celebrate jubilees in March. ! tther
Moran his iliiii ili ;inil Father McGuire
his tweiity tjfth year of ordin. : 1*».».

a

$9.

$7.50. All of our $7 50 over$6. Our fancy suits for men have

and other colors

ΊΊϋ' Kev. .1. 1». Whelau |»;:-i.ir of the
Koman Catholic church al West Scran
ton. l'a., lias served his congregation
for twenty-oiie .vears without s.:!.»rv.

coats are now

sutlered the
in

Hishop Charles Γ». Galloway ol' the
Methodist Kpiseopal Church Sv.ith of
.li.eksoii. Miss., lias accepted till· invitation of Principal Hooker T. Washington to preneli the commencement sermon at tiie Titskegee institute .May 2'2.

neat

are

same

stripes

fate

$15 suits

overcoats.

as our

$13.50 suits in several

for $12.

suits in a wide
patterns and fabrics for $10. $12
weaves for $to.
$10 suits for
of
range
popular

$7·5°»

A few days ago the pope took a
stylographic pen from a Protestant
journalist's hand and pronounced a

su'ts f°r

FOSTER,

B.

Η.

lienedietioil. lie let: 'ned the pen. saying: "No one lias a noMer mission tliau
I bless
a journalist in the world today.
your symbol of otlice."

$6·

MAINE.

NORWAY,

LAW POINTS.

QUA KER RA NGE

In tiie absciiee of an express agreemeut to the contrary, the giving of a
cisl:
draft <>r cheek in settlement of
demand is not pay·..'.Mit of such «l.-bt
until the dr ift or <-heck has been paid.
(4>1 S. I). TtM.i

The destruction of a will expressly
a former one is held in Stetson versus Stetson (III.), Ci L It. A.
liôN. to revive tin· earlier under a statute providing that a will can be revoked only by a subsequent will de
claring the revocation of forme;· ones.

Wi

revoking

A withdrawal of an action for dibrought by a wife is held in Op
penheinier versus Collins (\\*is ». »50 I.
it. A. Km:, not t'> be sufficient to support a conveyance by the husband to
the wife of his interest in bis father's
estate as against the claims of bis
creditors.
vorce

COLLEGE AND SCHOOL.
Of the lEtN collies in
State». it'ÎO at! ni il women.
In ti

e

public

bright pupils

stupid
ing.

unes.

schools of
are

the

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

i'lilttd

Germany

the

separated from the

Medical men do the sort-

to

William K. Iluntir.gtoa. who lias
been cho^'ii pre idem of Iicuton university, is i.fly-nine years old rn.l was
educated nt the I'uiversity of Wisconsin.
Only one school in Maine Indulges in

on

midwinter graduation

exercises, and
that is the Gorham Normal school,
which sends out two classes of gradu-

remove

as

50 cts.Down

and

is in commemoration of their recent
visit. One of the&c is a bust ill solid
gold of the yueeu.

put

50 cts., w..k »,
Hobtos'

W.

Variety Store, Norway.

THE ROYAL BOX.
The shah of Persia has a decided
penchant for cats.
Kniperor William has caused thirty
changes of uniform in the German arThese modifications have cost
my.
each officer $'21*3.27.
King Kdward has paid seven visits
to Ireland. His majesty made his first
speech in Ireland at the age of twelve
when presenting new colors to the
Itoyal Hibernian school.
The kii.g and queen of Italy have
just received the beautiful presents
given tl
by the municipality 0f par-

are

without bolts.

George

ates each year.

they

Down Goes Prices

on

Winter

Sleigh Robes !
$6.00

VIedium size, blanket lined, grey robes,
44

44

largest

44

plush
44

44

44

44

44

44

44

7-o°

8.00

fancy plush lined, grey robts,
1 Medium size, wool, rubber center robe,
44
44
heaviest wool, rubber center robe,
44

largest

<

900

44

44

44

44

44

44

Other kinds of robes

6.00

7·°°
S 00

44

equally

as

low.

IAMES N. FAVOR, KKCKER
OX Main flit.· Norway, Maine.

Democrat

(**iord

The

Arrived

Mr*. F. A. Pingr·* U in Portland fur
f«w lays.

SOUTH PARIS.
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n...4r·.
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i·
U:ly. H«»hiT· iMtwh·!}.

h.
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saKiar

the rural mail carrier*

47

J. I*. Richardson ha· recently |>ainte«i
and « hitrwaabed the interior oi bin hard
ware «tore.

MUit.

« HI

<

I

»,

Γ Α. IIi duer of Springfield. Mass.,
travels for the l'arie Manufacturing
Co., is in town for a few days.
ν

ful. for it gives

mkktimu*.

men.

The Ladies* Circle of the Methodist
church will give a supper and social at
the vestry of their church Wednesday

\i lia Γ e.i-iui ICvl*:W ih LûtiM, No.
I it.-I t.<urt(i Κ ri· lay f» uf each
1Ί
Ketlowr*' liait.
ο
a. κ. Κ1 ml a! 1 Post, No. U\ meeit
\
»tur<lav evening» of u*'h
\ K. liait.
.r t»
ι.;
Keilef t urps meet* lint
ν
Klmtiall
u
month. lr
.'.r >atur<tay evening· ot each
Hall.
.·■ :··ι
orj>»
1
to
Oct. 1,
from
May
Urarge.
>atur«lay ; <lurtng thi
tu ; tVurt
In
:
ear, meets every Saturday,
mouth.

esh Γι

H.

>

...

.·.·■

evening.

hand concert at the Norway Opera
House. March :5d. Holmau F. Day will
be there and the Norway Ladies' yuarThe band will not stay at home.
fette.
he
tirst looks up and down Western Avenue
and all around, and then drives off congratulating himself that no one saw him.
But there did!

Funny, bow when

the)

tourth

ai

Monday»

o:

No. 131,
P.-SMI BMOk Lodge,
fuiirtii Wedueeday evening*
λε

aeh month.
I i.twllu Lodge. No, :>1, meets every
of »·.
vi··!1·.,- it l'ythùtn Halt.
w
■••in.en of Λ tuerie».-South Hart*
-ri
M
V
J.7, meet -eeonl and fourth Tue*
ο
veii!ujc« In liolden true·» Hall,
\r· .iiiuni —r.trri- (ΜΙ·!!! No. Milt
.h
i:
Ju.
i· : thirl Mou lay evening* at 7

>>i

»

.mil

t em.ι

uetl over

Suntlay.

.vnvemseu leueis

•ftice Feb. 22, liHM :

of six assemblies closed
Kralay evening. The attendance at the
!a-t une was fully as good as at any
course

<·

previous nue.
Only two weeks

to town

m -hiuui

uns

jposi

Kev. Λ. W. Pottle was in Bowdoinham
Monday ami Tuesday last week. Mrs.
Pottle is expected to return home tolay. Monday, though at last accouuts no
mprovemeut was noticed in her mother,
λ h<> for several weeks has been seriously
11.

meeting, and,

far a* 11»*· Democrat is able to discover,
not a word of electioneering or talk

about candidates

over

Mr. Hirûin K«*nc.
t'r -berry.
Car Ptitûtpp Stuart.
S. l·". 1>a\ le, l'o-tmaster.

■>

as

tips

The Seneca Club were the guests of
Mrs. II. K. Wilson Monday evening,
Feb. l"th. After the regular program me
of sandwiches.
refreshments
fancy
rackers and punch were served.

Mortnu entertained her
I.. <
at
:i the llajdist Sunday School
er lioiiu· \Ve.lueMt;iy evening.
W m slow
Thayer, who is now frein ht
:<rk at Huiufortl Falls, cam ο home KriI

a man

Have you seen the riug ami have you
Liucssed ou the number of buttons in
ihat bottle'.' If you haven't you ought to
for it is a very handsome ring and every
>!ie who sees it wants it.

Μι-,

•n

bint of coming spring.

day morning

.·

Recoil i

a

is not a
is cheer-

Kev. J. H. Little went to Boston Monto attend the Grand I.odge
of the Ancient Order of United Work-

Kerutar
M.—Paris Lodge. N<». îH.
Tucvliir nenliK «or l«fm« fuit moo·.
> *
Mount M Vu LimIicv, regular meet
iiuri iv evening of each week.—Auront
'ni thlrl Moml.ty evening*
·.
\

..

liait.

■

Blu«· jay» are screaming. It
specially melodious note, but it

u

It; .iiik't

Baptist

It is Friday evening of this week that
the >e:i; r « Ι.ι» of ilie high school present "Down in Maine."

«

1.

Abing-

Kev. J. Fred Wiltun of North
toa, Maita., will preach at the
church next Sunday.

'«

»rArn>

another

in

M-'iklajr being Washington'· birthday,
are having a holioaiy, <lay.
»

i> r.

"njH||artwa) hurra. Kct. W|i ΕU
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■
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T%y>priver meeting
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meeting.
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:1»ι « hcreV Kev II H. nnkharô, Paator.
Β
W.; S*U
r. uhltf -cnrl«« l" ϋ A
»>
li *
(rarer uiretlnjc 7Λ) r M.;
ii'drt'oa Tutelar evening.
J. II. 1 lllle, l'a-tor.
si Ml hureh, Kev
I
-<·η lee every "«un·lay al i Su r. M.
Kvinlug «ervlee, 7
>
-ν bwu! ut 5 S· r M.
I
l'r

the air of a |mmm

Harold II Thayer, assistant in cbeni
••try at liait··, «a* at b<<me over Sunday.

r>ui

ν

a

Vim Kthe) ILmgfiti·» ««a Kue«t at
C\ II. Thayer * over >un«lay.
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yet.

Tie rumor in circulation that the pasthe Universalise church is disr "f
-atistied with the work here and is
unit to resign is wholly without foun-

their
The Pythian Sisterhood
regular meeting Thursday evening, Feb.
dation.
I^th. The assembly voted to extend an
nvitation to the assemblies at Norway
M:- iieo. \ Wilson, Mrs. Walter L.
their
Ni
Susie M Wheeler and Miss ; ind Oxford to be their guests at
meetG. Walker were in Portland ι irst meeting iu April. After the
Mei:
served.
m1.iv uight to attend the Wagner- ng ice cream and cake were

held

»■»

Parsifal

The Shurtletï Intermediate School
dosed Friday, Feb. 12th. The followi ng pupils were not absent one-half day:

concert.

Mr. Park's Plymouth Hooks
itdone herself, an<l produced a
as
It measures S l-;> inches,
i
<1 weighs exactly I l-X ounces. Predoubtless.
1 aring for Kaster,

»rah <'lark gave two tea parties
ier li me on Skilliugs Avenue last
t!
w
\.
Tuesday evening slie entertained
1er relatives and ou Thursday the
A pleasi. nuer relatives and friends.
.tnt t;iue at both parties.
Mr-

Merton Elite.
I •wU'lit (jiiwt'll.
<«« Newivo.
K'blte Lowll.
laroM Merrlli.
Kreel&n l WUhaiu.
van Waktron.
■ ,n
>··» 1' iriion an«i Irving Lower were abseut
li.i
f
onlv.
IM
'lay
MtKritG. Walkkr. Teacher.

Sthel Campbell.

>

iinan F. Day will be at the Norway
Everybody
opera House, March Od.
who has not heard him should try to
not heard
has
that
there
is
a!tend. Who
ι
Aunt Shaw's Pet Jug," and other
inr.iar poems by this author'.'
W. O. Frothingham has been engaged
E. A. Strout Co. to represent them iu
II

The Democrat would remind contribuors that no attention is [ aid to anonyuous communications in any newspaper
•ftice. Your name need not he publish( ed if you do tiot desire, but it must ac■ompany your communication. All expressions of opinion on topics of imnediate interest will cheerfully be pubished if properly avouched for.

by

Paris ami vicinity. Any person having
farm property for sale will do well to
correspond with hiiu and learn of their
swciu of selling farm property.

There were actually two or three
little pools .if water on the sidewalk
Thursday afternoon, where the sun
strikes iu brightly <m the south side of
mid Fellows Block. It's the tirst day
since Thanksgiving that such a thing
has Wen seen.

bad but
We have

After all, things are seldom
they might have been worse.
had a terribly severe winter as everybody
knows, but there is cause for thankfulstrike did
ness in the fact that the coal
If
nor come this wiuter iustead of last.
ι* had been 'his year, vastly more sutferthere
iιι«ί would have been caused than
so

was.

expendDid you know that every
ed at the Buttertly Carnival entitles you
cook
the
best
for
on
the
>
a vote
t
quilt
so
iu Paris-.' There are lots of nice cooks
to select from.
you will have a large tield
This includes not only what you spend
and
at the booths but witli your supper
drama tickets you are entitled to votes
ceut

f >r

your candidate.

high school was summarily susSame
pended last Monday morning. insticause that has suspended so many
The

tutions this wiuter— frozeu up. There
the
was no water at the hydrant near
school house, showing that the freeze
main.
\v,»s .vimewhere on the Pine Street

get thawed
resume school next week.
It is

hoped

to

out so

as

to

Chief Engineer Shurtleff wishes to
the people warned to be particularthe
ly careful in the matter of tire, as
ire fighting facilities are so much crippled by the uuiuber of hydrants which
This number has been as
ire frozen.
tiigh as nine at times within a few days.
Γwo crews have been kept at work thawSome of the
ing much of the time.
iiydrants have had to be dugout in order
to thaw them, while others have yielded
to a course of direct hot water treatment.
îave

—

—

Penley.

The Butterfly Carnival, under the ausCheer
pices of the I'niversalist Good
at
Society of South Paris, will be held
New ilall Wednesday. Thursday and
4.
Friday of next w eek, March 2, 3, and
The sale w ill commence at 2 o'clock

afternoon and continue
Wednesday
through Wednesday and Thursday

afternoons aud evenings, with a short
entertainment each evening. A supper
will be served Wednesday at 6:30 at
<«ood Cheer Hall. Prices as usual.
close
On Friday evening at New Hall to
the carnival will be given the three-act
drama. Tompkins' Hired Man, by local
talent, with the following cast:
A L. Holeten.
Mr. \-.t Tnmi'klna,
Wirt Stanley.
Ulxey, the hlreO man
UaruM 'Γ. Thayer.
•Inhii Keiutn^ion,
Κ rank A. I'lnijree.
lerry,
Sel te Andrew*.

M. Sabbath School, 12 mi; V. I*.C. I'. meeting, 7 «ι Ρ M.
Methodist· hurch, Κ··ν. It. C. Pickett, Pastor.
Sabbath School,
ΡνΜ Ii ng service. Il>:30 Α. Μ
MM M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7 :<*» P.M.,
class meeting
evening;
prayer meeting, Tuee.lay

STATID MLtTINOS.

Γ*

To see If the town will vote t»> accept the legacy
uii'ter the will of Clementine A.Clubman In tru-t
fur the purjxj.-e of ttklug carv of her lut lu the
cemetery on Parle Hill.

To see If the town will vote to raise the sum of
hundred iloilam to lie ex|ien'le<l on -oine section of highway to lie designated as a state ro:»il.
two

accept the propTo see If the town will vote
erty of K'lwln K'ehardson toward Ills gipport
saiue.
ait· 1 sell ami convey lite
to

To see if lh« town will vote to ratlfv the action
of the selectmen lu accepting th- property of
Ue<<rgeliranville Κα 1er toward his support.

uliiri ■•nil trousers.

what sum of iu mcy the towu will raise
to repair the school house In the ao-cilled Bol
«ter district
see

To see If the town will vole to construct a sew
raise
er from the river to Market Square, and
money for the same.
To see If the t wu will vote to relinquish their
claim on the Krsuk A. Pratt sttud by tax deed*
to Krauk A. Shurtleff, by his paying the amount

MrMlae Iva MeAnlle,
Mre. WM .Stanley,
Mr». Ajçiie.t Pen fold,

-'

•ρ

improving rapid·

«.Wiped

Γ. Stone is

to 'Iraw

wa^r

SÏÏ?'iS-

— '■·'»'rib",c"

w-a,1^

New Toothpick Mill at Dixfield.
It is announced that work is to begin
it once at Dixfield on the construction
•f a new toothpick mill by the estate of
bar les Forster, upon the site on Webb's
river, where the former mill was burned
January »i.
The contract was awarded Tuesday to
he W. I. White Building company of
Humford Falls, and Mr. White spent
Tuesday at Dixtield looking over the

{round, preparatory

liusweM

Wm. Cushman.

to

putting

a

U.

I,a*1*t

3U'.Cl'n.

Stone, Simeon
Alfml Heb-

(jllmon.

V. K.

•'°

Stcwanl—D·
BecorflnK stcwarl-H-Ε «,υβ™·
Dirt let

1

j

:

'1

fS'iEst
,c„omoftheOi^I.a^ i

crew

*1 to her home

are

R.,,ont

A

t

Frulay.

mmm

work
>r
The new mill is to be of the same
dimensions
The
one.
burned
size as the
>f the main building will be about 48
eet long by 4^ feet wide, three story,
The building leretofore. I y
>r two above the street.
arranJted that the cxwill be of mill construction, aud while
it will not be of greater capacity, it will
better equipje a more up-to-date and
valedictory and Sal..tal..ry;
Λ system of
ped mill in all probability.
lutomatic sprinklers will be installed,
with a large tank situated on the hill
There i« to ho a l",ze
ibove the mill office. The boilers are to
Graduation parte are:
mill
main
the
outside
building,
je moved
Smith.
ViileiUetory—I <>la
structure.
in
a
installed
ind
separate
The new mill will rest on the old founda- J
Fewy—Tessa R TMbodeau.
ion.
at once.

it

SS'taiiconsist of£"t;

ί,,Τ year*

SU ".S

Kcoy-CharlotteJ.Young.
Poem—('larlbel T. OeCoetcr.

It is expected that work can be begun
nside the mill before the first of June,
ilthough the building will not be entire- j
y complete by that time.

Gift»—Maurice \
,
Historian—George L. Sanborn
S. II. Wolcott left for Umoo
■There he «a» ·»'» '

Ragtime Barred at St. Louis.

Fair

proposition
management.—Collier's Weekly.

World's Fair Arrangements.

Mr. (J. T. Bell of tlie Grand Trunk
the
Railway System, has returned from

J

\merican General Passenger and Ticket
at St. Louis,
at which World's Fair arrangements and
excursions were considered by the transin a
portation lines of the country with prethe
liminary way, in conjunction
St. Louis terminal railroads and the
This conExecutive of the Exposition.
sultation will aid materially the various
in dealing
passenger traffic associations
with the subject definitely and more in
detail. It was recogiuzed at St. Louis
that the conditions would require each
and for
group of lines to act separately
this purpose the New England, Trunk
Associations
Line and Central Passenger
week.
are meeting iti New York this
At the Banquet tendered by the Business Men's
League of St. Louis to tho
beVisiting Officials, Mr. Bell spoke inwere
half of the Canadian lines which
complimented by the World's Fair officials for the comparatively large amount
of publicity already given with the object
of promoting the success of the Fair,
has already been spent
upon which there
milby the Exposition Company lifteen belion dollars, aside from the millions
by each State and Territory,

Agents' Special Convention

ing spent
foreign countries, individual exhibitors
aud concessionaires, which will bring the

through

minion including Toronto, Hamilton,
London, etc., was greeted with much
satisfaction by the business men and
officers of the Fair

quet.

present

at the ban-

Τ««ΐ£

'^'S^ iubne'' ^

and

■venin». Feb. ad, under the :msl»ce8

<>

generally.

Λ

popular highland remedy for
plica and general debility

consul:

both
was

what is known :is sudh mm «-altar itls·»
juice of deers* horns). These were
gathered in tin· hills when the animals
They
cast them in the springtime.
were boiled for some hours and the
juice thus obtained bottle»V after being
strained. Candy sugar and whisky are
usually added to it nowadays. Crabs'
shells pulverized and eaten on bread
and butter were iwd for consumption,
asthma and whooping c ugh in the
Hebrides.—Caledonian Medical Jour
mil.

Itohber» Mnlie I
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did you

How old

of Tills Herb.

Then

Brooks

see

and

you
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life—25

the

they put

fluffy

side of

Next to Pout
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CHANGE IN WHIPS

ALBERT

Lucky Uoic.

S,

"hickamanpa

ώ

"ZrSZ'XSS"

HoMER

C«^entNan^a,iaKcr-Mark

er

1

TubbB,
N.Tubbsaml Η. B. toster.

Λ„
Rev

J. A.

is an ill wind that blows nobody any
aud it is refreshing this winter to
across somebody who has no kick
coming as to the efforts of the weather

Harding, formerly pastor good,
come

be'eoioeatidlor several years

at

m ha»

S.

Graduate

Warner, regulator.

Just

it from the action of
shine.
It is not

sticky

winds, cold and bright

drying

greasy and

or

can

so

be used
clothes.

sun-

at

any

injuring gloves
danger
For 'chafing, chapping, redness and roughness of the
Gentlemen will find it excellent to
skin it has no equal
Put up and sold by
use after shaving.
25c a Buttle.
of

time without

RICHARDS,

or

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.

,

Philadelphia Optical
College.

PHARMACISTS.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

2 Stores,

«<^_Wanted.^>·

Incal representaa
high class magazine.
Large commissions. Cash prizes.
Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East
Men or
tives for

Luxury.

A Tollot
what you need to protect your face and hands from
these raw, cold vvinds
It makes the skin smooth, soft and white, and preserves

to

OPTICIAN.

women

V

F.

A.

NïirilTLKKK

λ.

) ™ΑΑ™' ( Maine.
F.

CO.

H'UKTLEFF *

A.

|

j<
CO.

1
, 1
υ

Washington Square,

New York, Ν. Y.

AU winter UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY

SIOTICE.

that he
The subrcrlber hereby gives notice
of the
has been duly appointed administrator
estate of
JULIA A. GARDNER, lateof I'arls.
and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
bonde as the law directs. All persons having
are
deceased
said
of
estate
the
demands against
and
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
to
payare
thereto
requested
all indebted
ment Immediately.
Feb. liith, I'JOL

and GLOVES, AT COST !
We have both ladies' and children's.

FRANKLIN MAXIM.

KOTICK.
that he
The subscriber hereby gives notice
with
has been duly appointed administrator

j

If in need of any call and

the will annexed of the estate of
JOHN N. DKNNF.N, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
arc
demands against the estate of said deceased
and I
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
to
payare
thereto
requested
all Indebted
ment Immediately.
Feb. 10th, 190t.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

W.W. DENNEN.

given
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased,
All persons havbonds as the law direct".
desaid
of
estate
the
ing demands against
for
ceased are desired to present the same
are requested
thereto
Indebted
and
all
settlement,
and

payment Immediately.
MARTHA A. HATHAWAY.
ltlth, 1S«4.

Spring

to make
Feb.

Your

NOTICE.

that he
The subscrllier hereby gives notice
of the
has been duly appointed administrator
estate of
lateof
Porter,
AKPI1IA M EDGECOMB,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
bonde as the law directe. All |iersons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment IniMiedlatelv.
Feb. l«th, Γ.«Η. Ρ Κ LEG T. WADSWOKTH.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly aiqiolntcd executor of the last will and

testament or
JOHN S. DUNN, lute of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
dehaving dema'nds against the estate of said
ceased are desired to present the same for settlearc requested to
thereto
Indebted
nil
and
ment,
make payment Immediately
MORRIS CLARK.
Feb 16th, 1904.

rendered all Ids property and rlalits of property,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Λ cts and of the orders of Coutt touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that be miy be decreed
all
by the Court to have a full discharge fromsal·!
Ida estate under
debts

provable against

SOUTH PARIS.

MARKET SQUARE,

NOTICE.

ALANSON

see us.

J

that she
The subscrllier hereby gives notice
of the
has been ■1 ιι I ν appointed executrix
last will and testament of
HATHAWAY, late of Canton,

D.PARK, Register.

NOTICE.

money

Ε. Λ. VrilOIT Kmrm Alrncy,
150 Naseau .St, New ïork City.

Paris,

copy—Attest:—

own

property.

CO.

Cream

Almond.

Hose

payment In

Local Agents.

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

A true

vour

no

over »"» sales In M nine «lure
19i)I to men fr.nn 20 stat-e In our guarantee
methods are right.
our
tlmt
to you
If you want to buy a farm get our FREE
tell you where the liar
will
It
Catalogue.
gains are ami cave you time an<l money.
I) M. FRENCH.Norway, WI 1,1. FROTH
INGHAM, So. Paris, K. O. ALLEN, Hiram,

and $1 and claims they are absolutely the best for the price in America.
The true test of all whips is in the
use of them and if jou buy one of
these whips and when it is worn out
do not feel entirely satisfied that you
not good value for your money I will
be very glad indeed to replace it
with a new one free.
Can you think of a more fair and
honest method of selling whips?

In New C.iled uiia there is said to be
an lieib w::n ίι has the ι·: re property
of revealing oik's secrets. It is known
Me.
South
as
the Datura stramonium and ha·
white flowers and rough berries full of
PROBATR NOTICES.
dark tr:'aius. They are treated of in tin
Γο all persons Interested In either of the Estates
"Ann !s of Ily rieiie and Colonial Med
hereinafter named
icine." Λ person u ho has swallowed
At a Probate Court, heM at Paris. In ami
third Tuesday <·(
tin· tea made of this herb will after for the County of Oxford, 011 the
February, In the year of our Lord one thousand
failing asleep tell where his money is nine hundred and four. The following matter
hidden arid will also arise and no di- having been presented for the acUon thereupon
hereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby OKUEKKD:
rect to where his treasure is concealed.
That notice thereof be given to all persons in
to be
Robbers of!en use this tea as knockout terested, by cauelng a copy of this order
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
victims.
to
their
rob
which
with
at
South
drops
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may aiijiear at a
Probate Court to be held at said I'arls, on
us
Barometer».
Shell»
Crali
the third Tuesday of March, Α. I). 1!*M, at 9
be heard thereA curious barometer is said to be of the clock In the forenoon, and
on If they see cause.
used by the remnant of the Araueauian
MARY A RIDLON, late of Porter, deceased;
race which Inhabits the southernmost
will and petition for probate thereof presented
of
the
consists
It
of
Chile.
by John S. Rldlou, the executor therein named
province
cast off shell r,f η crab. The dead shell
SUSAN M. BRYANT, late of Sumner, de
of collateral
is white in fair, dry weather, but the eea-cd ; petition for determination
Inheritance tax presented by John Robinson, adapproach of a moist atmosphere is indi- ministrator.
isited by the appearance of small red
WILLIAM M. SHAW, late of Paris, deceased ;
of personal
(ijiots. As the moisture in the air in petition for an allowance out widow.
estate presented by Lillian A.Shaw,
.•reases the shell becomes entirely red
lirst
Hiram;
of
IVY I. HODGDON, ward,
end remaius so throughout the rainy
account presented for allowance by Alexander
«eason.
P. Copp, guardian.
ALPIIKUS C. MORSE, late of Oxford, deSleep For Iitnoiuniu.
ceased; lirst account presented for allowance by
James H. Glover a lminlrtrator.
Patient—( au you give me something
CYNTHIA B. ATKINS, late of Peru, defor insomnia?
Physician—I can rec- ceased;
linal account presented for allowance by
ommend something, which amounts to John R. Trask, admlnlHtra'or.
the same thing. Patient—For heaven'*·
ANN R.RAY, late of Paris, deceased; first
sake, tell me at once.
Physician- account presented for allowance by James 3.
cxecutor.
There is. in fact, only one sovereign Wright,
ADDISON K. HKKR1CK,
remedy for sleeplessness, and that Is
Judge of said Court.
sleep. Three dollars, please.—Boston

YOU WANT TO GET A QUICK 8ALK
Send for our free description

advertise

largest makers has got
whips at 25c., 50c., 75c.

MICBTLEFF *

A.

blanks.
We require
advance.
We use our

One of the

Transcript.

NORWAY CONCERT BAND,

good.
IF

out 4 new

Mar. 3, Ό4.

Evening,

prevent

23d.
Balcony.

Pharmacist.

Ottice, South

HOUSE, Norway, Me.,

OPERA

delightful

cents the box.

BROOKS—The

original

own

NORWAY LADIES' QUARTET
will give the musical numbers.

take his Universal Head
ake Powders,

writings,

will attend the

consists
of a neat inhaler, that is so small
and convenient that it can be carried in
the pocket or purse, a mcrlicine dropper
AND
and a bottle of Ilyomei. This costs but
$1, and will cure any ordinary case of
In chronic and deep seated
catarrh.
conditions, longer use is necessary and
extra bottles of Ilyomei can be obtained
for 50c., making it a most economl· al
treatment for this disease.
F. A.Shurtleff & Co. have so much
evening is assured to all
PROGRAM NEXT WEEK. A
confidence in the powers of Ilyomei to
listen.
to
be
who
will
privileged
cure catarrh and other diseases of the
throat and lungs that they sell it under
Sale of seats commences at Stone's Diug Store, Tuesday mornin/,
the
refund
their personal guarantee to
the front row in the
it fails Feb.
25c. admits to all parts of the house save
money to any purchaser in case
the
all
seats.
take
to give satisfaction.
They
35c. will be charged for these
risk themselves, and Ilyomei costs you
it
does
you
absolutely nothing unless

say

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
"My luck is the best any man ever
been duly appointed executrix of the last will
Kso
of Frveburg, were at had."
and testament of
Hotel last week. They were at7.ΚΒΙΝΛ G. WHITNEY, late of Denmark.
"The deuce it is!"
of < xford. deceased. All per
In the
sir. A girl refused me yester- sons Countydemands against the estate of said
"Yes,
having
Peterson of Portland of
Majoi »
desired
to present the same for
the
!
see
are
decease"
I
and
morning
paper
by
day.
ν t
* M
was in
and all indebted thereto are requesthas lost all his money." settlement,
W visit) OR that her father
ed to make imyment Immediately.
ELEANOR F. KIMBALL.
Fob. l«th, 1W4.
friwi.ls
Major Peterson was at —Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.
Park with his regiment.
^
Bankrupt's Petition for) Discharge,
Th.: Professional Whist Club will Land Agent King is speaking aongood
the I η the matter of
word for the present winter,
meet with E. F. Smith on Bridge Street.
BARRON.
HOMER
J In Bankruptcy.
for
ground that it is the most favorable
Bankrupt )
seasons for the lumbering operaseveral
Pine
of
the
Hale,
Judge of the
Hon.
Clahkncf.
the
To
meeting
tions of the up countrv region. lie says
District Court of the United States for the
State Shoe Company Tuesday afternoon,
in
Maine:
of
of
snow
District
feet
three
about
are
"There
lie following officers were clected.
BARRON of Norway, in the County
Hie woods, the cutting is nearly comof Oxford, and State of Maine, in
and it said District, respectfully represents, that on
well
the
along
PrMe.
yarding
pleted,
the 23rd dav of August, 1»»2, he was duly
Clerk-Κ
promises to be a very favorable spring
®·ι**^τ£ΐ,Ι»β
it adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
the
Verily
for
driving
operations."
M. ITt'le. Κ. E. DeCosrelating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur-

I'aSPWbOe

cold and

pneumonia.
The complete Ilyomei outfit

Head ake?

Ann was?

I'ecnliur lllclilniiil Remédie».

Brook.
f)u^(10.t\
<""' Hr.K.k-. Η K.

^.u Nove'; »!:
Tt.«nl«e-Mulrhea.l.

It searches out and
balsams.
kills disease germs in the most remote
and minute air cells of the head, throat
and lungs, it soothes and heals all irritation of the mucous membrane.
Ilyomei is prescribed by physicians
Many of them use it them-

W II.

time asking:
"Is this hung beef?"
"Not yet." said Curran quickly.
"Your lordship has not tried it."

Breathed through the neat pocket inhaler that comes with every outfit, the
air that passes Into the throat and lungs,
is identical with that on the mountains,
where it is laden with healing and health-

selves to break up a

and

and in his

Band Concert

only

of these troubles.

giving

siime

jach month.

^'^"teV.nr.erlyc.nfjrcnc.of the^l.

Boston Advertiser: Congressman Littleticld of Maiue became a national ligdue.
a manure a second time in as meteoric
To see what action the town will take Iu reganJ ner as when he made his debut in the
Tuaipkln*
on
Western
water
to taking c ire of the surface
He was practically the only
House.
At the close of the drama there will be Avenue In South Paris villsge.
the
a sketch
man who aroused his colleagues to
a specialty by Fred Hall and
BISCOE DISTRICT.
ridiculous spectacle they would make in
entitled "The Way of the World," scene,
aud he
old Orchard Beach, with the following
School in this district closet! the 12th voting the 3150,000 mileage grab,
his opposition that when the
cast:
A number of the parents attended th» so directed
uu1*,
lull»,
ftutti.
Mrs. Sarah
I

jvcnlng.

Ilyomei

absorption.

he might have pronounced a more
merciful sfitenee. On on·· occasion
when he was dining iu public with the
foremost members of the lmblin bar
he helped himself to some meat, at the

U. O. P. P.—Kim Tree Colony, No. 1!ΐϋ, meets
leOiid and fourth Wednesday evenlngt of each
month
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. HI,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
3a·-h month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle. No. 2, meets in Ryerof
tun hall, tirst and third Thursday evenings

Mrs. Emma Swan is

Mit of Cum-hii'm

sayings
people who

in his own original
is nature's own method for
curing catarrh, colds, coughs and dis- way, will delight all
It is
eases of the respiratory organs.
natural treatment for the cure
the

Nothing More Ilaugtrou·.
Than ('titling Corne
The Koot-Eaae Hani·
Some
tary C orn Plaatera cure by
thin* entirely new. The nanltary oil «η·1 vapor*
or
25c.·
by
dollic wo-k. Solil liv all Urugglitlft,
Addreti, Allen
mall. Sample malle·! KRRE.
8. Olmated. Le Boy, Ν Y.

Day

Holman F.

CATAKRB ΑΝΓ»

fortius,

.ΓΙ'Β'Γ BHKATHK IT.

OKI J*.

An liiiimuui lu vos a joke so well
that he keeps the memory of a good
one always green. In a len»k of reeftlicetions by an <>M member of the Irish
parliament is an amusing illustration
of Ourran's ready wit.
A certain judge. Lord Xorbury, was
famous for the alacrity with which h.·
condemned prisoner.·; to death when

Ν. E. <» P.— Lakeidde Lodge, No. 177, meets In
Sew G. A. U. Hall, on the llret and tldrd Wednesday evenings of each mouth
(t U. A. M.— Norway and South Paris Council,
S'o. In, meets at G. A. It. Hall every Tuesday

Ε,4ϋ0,.ν«^»

bonified.

Λ

ii»y '.vcidng.

Hut L am boiiml to enjoy myself, let
what will come. The people that 1 have !
jot acquainted with are just bucolic j
enough to suit nu\ 1 hanlly know the I
meaning of the word myself, but have ^
>tton heard the expression, and I thiuk ! followe:
it looks well on paper. Probably i» is an I Trustees-"· <■
jnow, A T. Bennett. II.
idjective or an adverb. I should hardly ! ,ari.
-^V,n
It may mean coun-1
Stone
:all it a participle.
rvtied or it may mean cityfied, perhaps !

Mr. Bell's antotal up to tifty millions.
Grand Trunk
nouncement that the
would operate during the Fair a double
To see if the town will Instruct the Superintenservice bttween Canada's metropoding school * om milice to maintain κ-hools In daily
the Tubbs, WhUtemore, Blscie, Snow's Kalle. lis,
Montreal, and St. Louis passing
houses.
Hollow, an>l Ho .-ter school
the leading cities of the DoTo

P. A A M. Reiiiilar meeting of Oxford Ι-οΊ*?,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening o^ or
bef .re full moon. Oxford Roya! Arch Chajiter,
No. 29, as-embles Wednesday Rvenlng. or> or
before full moon. Oxford Council, X. A S. 51.,
Fridav evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. »,"Ark Mariners, Wedneeday evening after
full moon.
I. <>. < >. F.—Norway Lodg·*.—Regular meeting
Evening.
In O ld P.·Hows' Half, every
Odd
Wlldey Kncam|imcnt, No. 21, me^ts In EvenFellows' lia I, second and fourtli Krl'Ky
RcbeluUi
Lodge,
Mt.
month.
of
each
Ilu|>e
Inge
No. 58, meets on llret and third Friday of each
month.
K.of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
A. O. Noyee
avery Thursday Evening. U. U.,
D vision. Nft. 1Ï, meets third Friday of each
m ii·.!·.
(.ake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
md fourth Friday evenings of each month.
1'. of U.-Norway Grange meets secon.l and
fourth Saturdays o'f each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. K.—Harry Rust Poat, No. 54. meets In
NewG. \.U. dall on the OrstTuesday Evening
id each month.
W. It. C.— Meets In New G. A. It. Hall, Mon.

}

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
RELY UPON HYOMEI

F.

BOTAItlC BALAAM
will Brvak up a ('.old, Stop * Cough, Allay Inflammation, Bedure Swollen TonMla, Ileal Sore
Throat ami Prevent vrlon·complication», which
lead to coiixuinptloD. We huve over 10,000 te-tlCCRKS COLDS,
inonlitln. It never fall*. Sold by all ilruggli-ts.
ADA Vf MO VN

shake."
An hour 2:iter the nurse came Into
the ward and walked over to the cots.
Hotli the patients were sound asleep
and iu the hairy list of the sailor rested the tiny hand of his little companion in misery.- San Francisco Call.

Tuesday

j

ι...»

subbed.
"What's the matter, sonny?" asked
the man as the boy cried aloud.
"I fell off a roof." was the answer
the lad returned between his sobs.
"Hurrah for you!" returned the man.
Let's
"I fell down a ship's hatch.

Friday evening.
Baptist Church, Rev. Κ S. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service, ΐυ 30 A. M.: Sa lib th School,
li.-θιι M ; Prayer MeetingSunday evening7 P.M.

More Cushman Weather.
Wkht Di xblky, Mass.. Feb. IS, 11)04.
Monday. Feb. 15th, another foot of
Glass 10 below zero.
snow (not ^1 feet).
If that isn't rhyme, it is so, but I like
it better than ice. Last week it was all
ice. and it took a good cane with a sharp
underspur in it to keep a man of my
standing right side up.
An old man about 12 years old, who
lived alone, near my place, fell on the
ice near his house, ami was hurt so badly that he could not get up. Ho lay
about two hours, and when found was
nearly frozen to death. They got him
into the house and called the doctor,
They revived him after a while, and it,
lie would come out all
was thought
right, but the next day he came down
with pueumoniaand lived only two days.
Some of the natives who are a little
superstitious, think I am a sort of Jonah
and am partly the cause of this bad winter.
They hint around that if we don't
have warm weather soon 1 ought to be
hung for witchcraft. If I could only
manage to get a whale up to Duxbury
beach, 1 would crawl into him aud aim
him for Florida, and play in the sand
with my friend, C. M. Irish, with noth-i
....

Lovl·· Fui» I·

A

After extended deliberation and numerous conferences, the officials of the St.
Louis Exposition have decided against
the ragtime song, or even the ragtime
music without words to acccompany it.
The musical director of the Exposition,
ind the chairman of the musical prothat all
gramme, have issued an edict
Fes«ongs, either in the State pavilions.
tival Hall. or along the Pike, shall be
be
to
The supper and entertainment
strictly classical and modern if possible,
given by the men at the Congregational t>ut all element of the ragtime music
Feb.
'£>,
L-hurch Thursday evening.
liait style of singing shall be eliminated.
promises to be worth attending. The
"I have no personal feeling of enmity
at
in
the
served
will
be
vestry
stippei
tgainst ragtime," says the musical direct'ί:45. while the entertainment will be in or, "but I think too much of it is a had
the church at S o'clock, and will be
rhing. I believe the people like good mugiven by the Kates College Quartette, as- sic. There are many beautiful and popsisted by the well known reader, John ular selections from the classics. Because
A. I»avid. Both the quartette and Mr. music can be called classic does not
David have appeared in neighboring
necessarily imply that it should be heavy
places, and those who were fortunate or generally unattractive. Some of the
iu
the
highthem
to
hear
speak
enough
most popular music of to-day is the
The
est terms of their performance.
lighter music of the classics."
'
men were bound to get the very best
The chairman of the musical proon
such
thcin
and
engaged
that one reason the ragpossible
says
gramme
recommendation. 2·*» cents admits to time tune was eliminated from the Ex-,
Lookboth supper and entertainment.
was that, like the measles,'the
Your uame may position is
out for the small bills.
air that
given sentiment in these tunes
would
be in them.
seems contagious, aud the people
wish for nothing else, once the ragtime
At the quarterly conference lielil retunes began.
cently iu the vestry of t lie Methodist
The decision of the Exposition officials
church ami presided over by Kev. A. S.
to exclude ragtime has created a furore
I.add the following persons were elected
the Pike, where it had been arrangto the officiary of the along
or appointed
to have some very new and up-to-date :
church for the eusuin^ conference year: ed
them.
songs with a ragtime air about
Kor Trustees— W >. "-t'irlilrd, < handVr >vvlft.
have held a
^ Welt
Κ Κ. Chapman. h rank >tarl>lrd. The Pike concessionaires
Ι"«··
t.· ·. \V.
ook, L. H. Abbott, Charie- Κ iwttrds, meeting and have decided to take up the
with the World'sGeorge I. Burr ham.
musical

On Tuesday evening. Feb. 16th, Mr.
ΓΙ»»» l.eader—lieo 1». Roliertson.
.toil Mrs. Albert D. Park gave a tea
Sunday School Superintendent— l»r. C. I.
This
Street.
Buck
party at their home on Cary
I'reMdent of t t· K|'Wt>rUi i.ea^ue—Mrs. Ilarry
sea
the
of
affair
was by far the daintiest
Morton.
sou.
A sumptuous menu was served tu
UUrH Steward—S. C. Ordwav.N
Each uuest received
Recording ~U w.tr·! I»r. C 1. Muck.
a party of twelve.
• oui
im.on Κ Ct ο tes etc.,—W. >. Slirblnl.
Their very attract
a bouquet of pinks.
W. W. Payne,
r I. Buck, tico. K. Karnum,
decorated
was
home
ive
prettily
Iteni Sw«t'.
Whist
S. Merrill, John Mnall, S.
I·«".r
Mewanl-—I,.
with
potted plants.
throughout
lieo. Κ Knrtiuiu. W. W. I'ay ne, K. o.
and Or· w
was the main feature of the evening
Isanc
Milieu. Κ l'hipiiiaii, Cieo. \. Llbtiy,
was greatly
enjoyed. At a very late M >■ k, Κ Γ. Record, Charles Mou t·>η, 1·. I..
hour all departed to their various homes Buck.
School Coinmltt e— I.yni i'i S Merrill,
>UB
with many congratulations to the ever Mr- S.iay
C. Or lwav. Mm Benj Sw> tt, Mrs. HarW Payne.
charming hostess and genial host.
ry Morton, Mm vv.
The graduating class. '(4, in Paris
The warrant for the annual town
is in the hands of the printer,
High School, made choice of their class
last meeting
and will appear in the town report,
parts for the graduating exercises
to
Ralph which w ill be out some time this week.
week. The valedictory goes
The
Berry by reason of his rank.
More than usual outside of routine busirank,
was
also
assigned
by
The
warrant this year.
salutatory
I ness is in the
and for this Wallace Clifford and Harold only detioite special appropriations to
Anderson had equal rank. Under that be acted on are one of live hundred dolcondition it was decided by lot. ami the lars t<> meet the deticiency iu the comlot fell to Wallace Clifford. The other mon school money, and one of three
of the class,
hundred dollars to complete the newparts were chosen by ballot
as follows :
road near J. A. Sturtevaut's. Other
Oration— Harold >uilenM»n.
articles iu the warrant are:
Ui-«lorv H.-iroM C. Kletcher.
CIskc Wilt— MUa Charlotte UUe*.
Itlanche
('■emulation uf
Prophecy—Mte«» flunnct Tutu*.

NORWAY.

Mlaerr·
Two cots stiwxl side by side In the
Kuiergeucy bvspltal. On one was the
CHURCH Κβ.
form of a man, a great big, strong
<"υιι<|('υιΐ|ΤΓΊ!«(ΙνΐωΙ I liuttb, R»v. It H.
was the
Prrathliig 'tervloe Mitn<tav, looking fellow*. On the other
RM«-<»ut, l'as or
ttabbalh S< tiool, I- ·»' Μ. ; Μ. ι.'β ligure of a boy. a little fellow not more
M
lu (Il A
tM
I*.
7
Χ«Ί«Ι
Meeting.
frayer MfiliDK al63U;
of age. The head of
M.;'rrg«ilnr wNklr Pr.tyer Meeting, Tuesday than ten years
evening; Y. I'. S. C. Κ. Meeting Friday evening each was swathed In bandages, and
at Τ «>
while the man bore his suffering in sil'nlvrrsallst rhuivh, Itev. ( arwlluc E. Augell,
Past»r. Preaching service on "unday at 10:.*) lence the boy rried and moaned and

to the Legislature.
Fraiit U H Packard, V D., of West
Pari*, «ill ht· » candidate fur representa\r legislature
Tit·· claim
tive t.· tli.·
•f I<m ilitv » ill b* strenuously made by
In· Kt(Mil»l 4n
.| » It·· *c*t :uid north
•u.I'ui tW lutn
They call attention
t" the fa· t that in the past thirty-four
year* the limn ·>( l'an·* has been represented in siiteeti st >>i..ne of the legisla
turv
1'ie central |K>rtinn o( the town
lia» had the representative seven times,
^••uth Pari* mx times, and Went Paris
tt»r«* 11 me*
The friends of Dr. Packard
claim that West Paris waived n<· rights
two years ago by not having a candidate
Paris
in the held any more than South
waived rights for the same reason. If it
in to he conceded that by right the nomination should have gone to West Paris in
lis>"J. the mere fact of not presenting a
candidate should bar no subsequent
right*. The north aud west ends of the
town invariably have thrfiwn a stronger
Republican vote in proportion to population than any other section of the town,
and yet have had a much smaller representation as mentioued above.

Representative

the thaw

A

Hat

Is here when you

I

are

ready

for it.

$2.50.

Prices 50c. to

1

Our

«Ι,ΚΙϋΙΙ FOR WALK.

the

Good style sleigh, in tine condiAt Antion and newly painted.
drews House, South Paris.

Derbys

most

and Fedoras lor

approved

Here you

are

spring

are

fashioned in

models.

sure

of

being

hatted

economically

and

are exbankruptcy Acts, except such debts as
with a large assortment to select from.
and
law from eucli discharge.
When you feel blue ana tuai every- cepted bythis 15th day of February, A. D. 1901.
Curtis, town clerk, has accepted
Dated
HOMER BARRON, Bankrupt.
thing goes wrong, take a dose of ChamLook in Our Window.
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
OIlDKIt OF NOTICE Τίικκκυ^.
ric«n».« «τ.ιΐ In-ftiitificf t!.· hair,
They will cleanse and invigorate your District ok Maine, ss.
α
luxuriant
prntirth.
l'romotet
report for the fiscal year stomach, regulate your bowels, give you
On this 30th «lay of Feb., Α. I). 1904, on read·
ttover Fnil 1 to itc«toro Or»y
Hair to it» Youthful Color.
petition, It I*
ending -Ian. 30th, 1904, presents the fol- a relish for your food and make you feel Ιημ the foregoing
hair l.iiiing.
Cutcj F**»lp
a hearing be ha<l
that
the
Court,
Ordered
to
by
that in this old world is a good place
lowing:
I).
Α.
of
Mar.,
11th
the
on
<lay
upon the name
South
00
&
l'le·
Co.,
il,208,070
live. For sale byShurtlolï
Total valuation,
I'.*i4, before rat·! Court :it Portland, In said
forenoon; mid that
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, Ml:.
l'iopertv rate, #18 per thuunaud.
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug trli't, at 10 o'clock In the In
The oxfonl IK'inI'oil tux. $2.50.
notice t'iereof lie published
and
23,707 (Mi ! Store, Norway.
In
said
District,
Λ muunt committed for collection
a
printed
newspaper
ocrât,
In
Telephone 106-3.
227,413 no
Money at l.iterest, 1901,
that all known creditors, an ! other persona
anil place,
240,2551)0 I
Money at Interest, 19>2,
"Once tried and you Interest, may appear at the uald time
best
The
00
the
physic.
237.020
1903
Money at Interest.
and «how cause, if any they have, why
will always use Chamberlain's Stomach
Abatements allowed In 1903 by reason of unsaid petitioner should not be granted.
7,7(>0 (hi1 and Liver Tablets," says William A. pra;erof
A nd It 1h further Ordered by the Court, tha* the
just assessment on
71
434
l'otal abatement* allowed
-end by mall to all known creditors
shall
Clerk
are
Tablets
These
2.074 82 Girard, Pease, Vt.
Dr. Austin
Town farm. Total ventory,
of «aid petition and this order, addressed
state I.
2,28120 the most prompt, most pleasant and copie·
Same l'joi.
to tin m at their ii'hcch of residence as
1 545 80
sale
κ
IIai.k.
Judge
For
ιΙ·>η.
Ο.λκκμ
in
uso.
Kai m Dr.,
liens
the
cathartic
Wl
most reliable
1.M74 71
FarmCr.,
Coii-t, and the >eal thereof, at I'ortCo., South Paris; Ste- of theInenld
171 09 j by Shurtleff &
Ita'ance against farm
said District, on the 'Jnth day of Feb.,
lanil,
will he at Elm House, Norway,
Store,
:
4
Norway.
Drug
oldest
on
farm
78,
Oxford;
Noyes
youn^rst
four,
Inmates
vens,
Λ. I). 1904.
and the third
JAMES K. MEWEY, Clerk.
>><mo of the mvt expensive poor not on farm
[us.]
Tuesday, March
were
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
278 40
of each following month.
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
Frank Shackley
Attest —.JAMES K. I1EWBY, Clerk.
Tuesday
130 13
John Meader, (Soldier,)
on Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
Otlice hours, 10:30 a. m. to 4 p. M.
201 00
Christina Bradbury,
SUPREME Judicial CoDRT, In Vacation.
128 15 drunkards aud drug users.
Examined free.
Polly M. Hue It, (soldier's widow.)
junfttly oxroitD, ss.
Orders drawn No. 7397 to 80U8 Inclusive
22.165 88
these are the
atucuntlngto
William J. Wheeler, In Ki|ulty,
We have marked down .ill Flannelette Wrappers. Ketnember
1.399 53
vs.
<>fticers' salaries for year,
3,050 00
that fit you ho well. All well made of good material and in good
$100.
"Domestic"
Reward
Welchvllle I.mu lier Company.
Hl^hwavs and bridges
$100
1 487 4S
Snow hills 1902 3
H. F. Staple* the Ifecelvcr, In the above entito
allow- We Do all Kinds of....
colors, dark and medium, all sizes now.
The readers of this paper will he pleased
Financial standing of town :
tled case, having Hied his ilnal account for
12.649 94 loarn thut there Is hi least «.lie dreaded disease
Resources
that lie give notice thereof
grade now *.!>s. $1.Λ0 grade now $1.10.
$1.00 grade now
lu ance. It is ordered
all
In
un·
to
1132543
able
been
in
has
Cliamscience
that
Liabilities
that all perso· s Interested may appear
before |your size is gone.
and that le Catarrh. Hall's Ca'arrh Cure bers at the Court House In Paris, ou the llrst 'ay
stages,
Come
early
town
meeting Ν the
Τ lie warrant for annual
only positive cure known to the medical of March, A. I) IWH. at lu o'clock A. M.. and
calls for actiou on .'14 articles. Art. 30 is fiaternlty Catarrh being a constitutional ills phow cause, If anv they have, why the said ac
JOB PRINTING
Hall's
this
memthe
ease
will
vote
require» a constitutional treatment
tojtay
see if the town
c unt should not be allowed, by causing
In the oxford Democrat,
t atsrih < ure I» taken Internally, acting directly
be
to
notice
of
·ϊ2ό
sum
the
published
board
school
bers of the
surfaces of the svsupon the blood and mucous
one time, to wit:—Feb. 23d, l'.»o4.
come in figured,
each per year. Article 31, to see if the tern, thereby destroying the foundation of the
A. R. SAVAGE, Justlee,
We have a new line of this season's prettiest Waistinge. They
AtwooH & FOPbe·, South 9*ri*.
strength by
Sup. .lud. Court.
town will vote to reimburse the over- disease, and giving the patientand
some with a few colored threads to brighten it up a little.
and
assisting
constitution
the
building up
fancy stripes,
Attest: Chas. F. Whitman, Clerk.
seers of the poor of iiK>2 to the extent na'ure in doing Its work. The proprietors have
Each pattern has :5 l-'J yards, enough for nn/one, $1.75.
of $32·), the amount paid by them in s» mil h faith In its curative powers, that they
ft
that
case
for
Dollars
any
Remember that all of our Winter Coats are marked one-half the original
settlement of the Russell F. Merrill aud offer One Hundred
falls to cure. *end for 11 t of testimonials.
Ο
Vera Merrill suits.
A
Toledo,
CO.,
.J.
CIIKNEY
P.
price. Some bargains left.
Charles It. Smith of Portland was in
ββ-Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Coats.
his
in
town the lirst of the week visiting
Hall's Family nils are the beat.
sister, Edith M. Smith.
The village schools closed this week
Moth r Grajf'j Swfot Powders for CMIdren,
for a two weeks' vacation.
Successful use' by Mother Gray, nurse In the
friends
all
their
and
Norway Grangers
Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverlshin force. A most ucss, Had Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
were out Saturday
din- in l régulât" the llowols and Destroy Worms.
abundant
and
chickeu-pie
delightful
They nererfai'. At all
The : Over .10.0·η testimonials FttKh.
ner was served at Hyerson Hall.
Λ dress, Allen
i druggl-ts, 25c. Sample
all.
for
interest
marked
was
of
Y.
l
Ν.
e
Ro\,
8.
Olmsted,
meeting

becomingly

inThentown

F. PLUMMER, £££&,

J.

Tenney,

Oculist,
15th,

Wrappers

Flannelette

MARKED DOWN

Eyes

NEW WAISTINQS.

Ladies' Furnishing House!

{

Fire at Stoneham.

Born.

The buildings of Kev. E. W. Tond, on
Geo.
In Wilson's Mille, Feb. 8, to the wife of
the shore of the lake just above East
a son.
Chat
Stoneham, were destroyed by lire about Ν aeon,
of
In West Sumner, Feb. 12, to the wife
midnight Tuesday, the ltith Inst. Mr. Buck, a daughter.
In Hebron, Feb. 13, to the wife of Η. T. Glov
Pond was alone at the time, his wife
er, a s η.
having recently gone to visit her parents
In North Watcrford, Feb. 5, to the wife of For
at her former home in Massachusetts. rest Nichols, a daughter.
his
from
In Kezar Falls, Feb 7, to the wife of Irving
sleep by
Mr. Pond was wakened
Mason, a daughter.
little dog, but not till escape from his
In Norway, Feb 12, to the wife of Fred Her

sleeping

room was

impossible except by

sey,

a

daughter—Blanche

Ella.

the window. One or two hastily picked
and
up bundles and the horse, sleigh
Married.
harness* from the stable, were the only
saved. The property was fairly
things
A
was taken every representative
vote
BrUgt»
dual
for
(jeorge
Two
.luna'.hin Buckley
gooti
prizes
last day exercises.
Aiw* L. Penfuld
It was a brilliant well insured.
Italella u|>klu«,
t,M *·*««> C
attendance were received by Joeie ant i was on his side.
\ Irgle I·- Wlleon
Teeete Hump-,
and ranks with hie attack
achievement,
Stubbs. both of Canton
Foster.
Hazel
the
;
Yount
won
furnished
will
be
by
Littlelield
Personal.
Music
greaton the coal truet.
The Biscoe C. K. Society held a epe er distinction within the first ten days
People's Orchestra. Besides the differ
1WH
con
most
than
ent booths where you can find everythinj > cial business meeting January :50,
career
! of his national
:
s
Hon. Qeorge I). Bisbee of Rumford
that money can buy, there is a doll, I when the following ο Hi c ers were elected gressmen do in ten years, and he hat
was elected president o( the Maine
lit
Falls
which
the
tourmaline ring, an oil painting, a barre
maintain
President—K. L. Potter.
to
able
pace
been
Vlce-Presldeut— W.T. Knightly,
State Bar Association at its aunual meetof dour, a quilt and a sofa pillow to b
set at the beginning.
Treasurer—Mrs. C. K. Penley.
sofa pillov t
The
on.
voted
and
ing in Auburn Wednesday,
Died.
A.
guessed
Chapman.
Cor. Sec—Mr». U.
will be found at the faucy work bootl
Kec. See.—Maijorle Penley.
It is reported by Dr. J. F. True & Co.
υ
:
Committees
ami you are to guess on the amount
Ara Cushman, one of the leading busi
In Buckfleld, Feb., Mrs. W. W. Tu;tle.
of Auburn, Me., that 11,981) bottles o;
Lookout—C R. Penley.
£
οι
Come every
ness mon of Auburn, droppod dead
In Bethel, Feb. 15, William Tyler, aged
money a bottle coutains.
Prater Meeting—Ueorge A Chapman.
True's Elixir were sold during Jan
Dr.
afternoon years.
Music—Mrs. licorice A. I haprnau.
body aud see the beautiful decoration
in the New England States alone the street in that city Monday
F.
age
William
Ordway,
uary
I
Feb.
■
In
1,
T.
ful
Ulram,
a
Knightly,
S it υ day School—W.
a large shoe manu
and have a social time and bring
The steadily increasing sale of this well Mr. Cushman was
about 67 years.
Social—Mr M. l>urgtu.
drama wdl go oi
in many busiuesi : In Norway, Feb. 17, Luke D. Moore, aged ! 2
purse. Tickets for the
K:ower—Mrs. E. L. Porter.
known remedy seems to indicate tha t facturer, prominent
Fet
and a leading worker for th< year·, 13 days.
sale at Sburtleff & Co.'s, Saturday,
hii
in
honored
Calling-Mr. Edward Simpson
sometimes
is
enterprises,
the prophet
I In weal Sumner, Feb. 4, George Pendleton.
Admission 20 cents. All seat 5
Temperance—PreuilM Crockett.
27th.
Universalist church in the state.
own country after all.
Missionary—C. R l'en ley.

miW' ^'«ncliard
Mr., Àlbloa'and

Rain

Several bargains

We have a few more Coats, Suits,
and Waists that we shall offer for

the next TWO WEEKS at a very
low price. These must go to make
room

for

in and

our

get

our

NORWAY, MAINE.

Special Closing Out Sale

Come

spring goods.

Of Odd Lots in Footwear

prices before buying.

We have

L. M. LUNT «St CO.,
NOTICE.

The subscriber herebr (rives notice
witli
Ιιαβ been duly appointed administratrix
of
the will anuexed of the estate
Paris.
of
late
COLE,
COLUMBIA
and Riven
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
bonde as the Uw directs. All pen-one bavin*
an
demands ugalnst the estate of said deceasedan<
desired to prei-ent the same for settlement,
make
pay
all Indebted thereto are requested to
ment Immediately.
ELLA E. TUTTLE.
Feb. 16th, 1«M.
I

bargains.

NOTICE.

HENRY F. BRICKETT, late of Andover,
County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
bonds an the law directs. All persons havlni
demands against the estate of said deceased ar
desired to present the same for settlement, am
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
HIRAM D. ABBOTT.
Feb. 16th, 1904.

reserved.

f

was

We want you to

SMILEY

In the

I

and

We
widths, the regular price
a lot of
have put them all in one lot and marked them $1.00. Also
Some
Oxfords that were formerly $1.35 and $1.50, now 75c.
were formerly $1.25 and $1.50, now 50c. and 60c.,
that
slippers
These are all
and a few odds and ends in Men's Bals, for $1.00.

The subscriber hereby rives notice that he liai
been duly appointai administrator of the estati

tliat she

Boots] out of style
$2.00, $2.50 and $3.00.

lot of Women's Button and Lace

narrow

South Paris

I Market Square, Maxim Block,

a

I

NORWAY,

see

them.

112-:J.

truly,

SHOE STORE,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

Telephone

Yours

Residence 112-12.

MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ivurs & Poet) Pianos..

WOMEN'S

The C*a«*rrat«ry Bxpaa4«4

Lorreepondencc on topic*
le eollctted. AUdreee: Kdltor
Column, Oxford Democrat. P*rle. Maine

^

WOES.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
i* the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it wxs founded in 185;) by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, wheu the department of pianoforte instruction was be.ug
developed, a few Ivere Λ Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 2β8 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the con31
servatory have placed their order for
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 2W.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible ]
than 2θ years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

Undergarments

Ko. -MM).—lueertloii·.
lasert a letter between a pronoun (as
fare)
we) and the price of passage (as
«ml make happiness.
Insert a letter between a small carriage and era anil make a vegetable.

Herd fer any
woman to do
ho use workto attend to
daily duties
with a

constantly
aching back.
Every woman

461.—Kiddle.
I roam the ancl nt forest ileep:
I'm In the sea when the fishes sleep.
So.

I'm In the schoolroom where the children
stay:
The bookkeeper faces me every day.
the soldier on the battlefield
with
1
Advance. (He'd rather die than yield.)
I'm the desire of the colh-ge youth;
Now. every word I've told is truth.

should learn
the cause of

backache

and the cure.

Doan's

|

Me.

County,

50 YEARS*
experience

Τγαοε War*S
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

....

dvecrtp4k>n

m»?
Αητοιι«»οη.1Ιηκ a f'.<·»> It and
'· (r«) *D«IW· ai:
ΟΙΙΓ «"·!'
:' ·:»1τ
·* |»r>'bnl Ijf r Ueiilabh)- Communie»
invonti··
Patente
II
·!:ι!.
jnrfbookon
·ι
il·
c·:
•I. .;<·«·netΙτ.·
«
urine patenta.
».'ht «r.·.·, iiliM ηβΐ'ΐκ'Τ ί>·»
Vu H a l». revelT*
»':ιΙ«·ιιΙβ I.Ui··» 11. r·
* ithout chart:?, iu the
α
tw,
1ttc*U
η

fur bearing animal and
leave a black tin id.
2. Behead to twist and leave a ter-

Kidney Pills

Scientific American.

cirA kafteadi ΜηΝι w~*ir. l "w*e
rulatlon υί «.ht aciwiirUli· tournai. Ί «-rit ·«.*·> ·
n.·»j«Hwler*.
J
all
Sol
by
tha.ll.
f..arn..
ymtr:

5 Co.36,B'oadw·" New York
!MUNN
Branch «Κ5 (2ù Κ M* WaehUmttjii. U. C.

at 143 AV:ish
Mr*. C. F. Goodnow. living
Britain, t'otiu.. says
inyton street. New
I «eeeuiber. 185*1
••1 gave a testimonial in
Pills
touching the merits of lH>an°s Kidney
I had bwi
ami In the statement said that
fo
and
kidneys
back
bothered with uiy
constantly, bu
over thirteen years, not
ii
settled
it
generally
when I cautcht cold
lauie and sore. Oftei
my ba-k. making it
wu
back
of
my
small
the pain through the
out. I rea·
so severe as to make me cry
and procure*
about Doan's Kidney Tills,
Co.'» dru
&
W.
Thompson
K.
from
some
Thcv helped m;
»t«re. ou Main street.
a short time rt
in
and
back Immediately,
have takei
lieved me of the trouble. I
chain
Itoan's Kidney Pills at Intervals
an
attack ο
I felt
the last Ave year», when
alway
and
they
on,
backache coming
wlthou
brought Instant relief. I am never
them In the bouse."
drn
Poan's Kidney PP'-; «old at all
"iûiurn Co.. Bui
stons: SO «·<"!*
'alo. V. V.

■AlESMEN

a

Turkish cloth

measure.

story by Lew Wallace.
8. Behead maimer and leave a poem.
5». Behead a small valley and leave

ίΓ]

measure.

llCt.—'Triangle.
1. Λ piece of furniture. 2. A song of
3. A girl's name. 4. A preposifco.

praise.

5. A letter.

tion

Ko. -MM.—'Word resale.
All children like me when complete.
For I am something Rood to eat.
Behead, a noisy bird Is flown.
A verb of being left alone.
Curtail, can you the meaning guess.
This foreign way of saying "Yes?"
When counting o'er these letters three
One thousand and two more you see.

Salary ο
"xtord ami agacent counties.
ommlaeion. Addre*»»
TUB VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland. Ohio

-M>3.—Double Dluitonal.

Ko.

1.0

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
lndigesBon. Ninety-nine

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

Ο

0

0

Ο
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ο

ο

ο

0

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο
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3.

ever

Do

Town.

Kodol Dfeacta What Yoa Eat

and relieves the stomach of all norm
strain and the heart of all pressure.
■ottiMoalr. $1.00 Sua homing 2 S Umaa the M
*Ue. which aeila for 50c.

bf κ. α oewiTT a oo., omioam

i

by i". A. Shurtleff ,A.Co.

Sold

R

cords, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

Club Offer

Special

/j

-Rf

it

Carpets

Wool
to close out oild

patterns

and clean

up stock.

call at the office

or

ι

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.
E. W.

Builders' Finish
I will furnish LHJOR» uli'l WINDOWS of
or Style at reasonable prices.

an

>tae

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Wso Window ά Door Frames
If lu w:tnt of aty kind of Finish fur Inside (
line Lun
*utsl<le w>>rk. send In your orders
■er auit Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Corner Main arid Danforth Sts..

VI ate tic· 1 llar>l Wood Floor Boards for sale.

Ε.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CHIXDLEK,

VI

Vslm

*o«t S'iinncr

Black Stallion,

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,JL

High

and Job Work

Planing, Sawing

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

DECO RATE
"Fvery

By

Dare

Dam,
2 :11

Jewel,

Inch

a

Devil,

King."

record

:cx}
dam of Lord March

ι-a, and Point

Dexter,

2

2 :2t I-z

•Send for circular.

W. J
^vnith Paris.

Wheeler,

L. M. TUFTS,

roltTLASD

SOUTH PARIS.

Maine

ϋΙΥΙβΙΟλ.

Fare $1.00, Portlam
Staterooms S 1.00 to S1.5C
to Boston.
Steamers leave Franklin wharf. Port
land, and India wharf, Boston, daily es
WANTED.
cept Sunday at 7 P. M,
always as low as other line»
Δ YOUNG MAN AllFreight via the steamers of this Γοηι
freight
who wants to thoroughly learn' pany is insured against Fire and Marin
Risk.

Nichols St..

dry goods
strong, of high

the

business.

Mus^

be

moral character, neat
in appearance, a worker, and have
None other need
no bad habits.
letter

Apply by

apply.

only, giving

age and several references.
Lock Box 33, Norway, Me.

Reduced Kate.

F. Liscomb, Agent,
U harf. Portland, Me.

J.

Franklii

Calvin Austin, V. P. &

Manager.

to much and

Dr. True 's Elixir

huU aafeat worm renie· ly ever compounded—but »<
ia 111·
th>i« that. Aa a loulc and generai corrective It Is unexcelled.
It tonea atouiarh and bowela, eta tiisen aud enriches the
itltHMl and »«uda renewed health tin (linic through the veins.
K.»r over M ym*rs the moat populi ir horue remedy. Sold
V rrlte for free booklet on
at all drugglata. (6c.
"I'hililreu and Their Diseases.
D*. J. r. TRUI 4

CO., Auburn, M·.

#·

v

^

»

%€>. H»7.—l'renldeutN.

Τ be président that put slate oil the
roof uf houses in Washington.
The president that clothed the mem-

bers of the cabinet.
The president that was more than

one man.

»«

m»rr

Development.

nothing

No. 4t»N.—I'oueeuled

more or less than a
of some of the

complish."—Argus.

Lamps.
chimney of a lamp
drops of kerosene

Word·.

To Care for

[Example: Is drab a gray color? To
Never touch the
the concealed word in this sentence add with water. A few
to
and
make
letters
the
oil will remove the smoke and dimness,
R. transpose
and a rub with a soft flannel or chamois
snatch. Answer—Bug-r, grab.]
1. The next event will be a spelling I skin will result in a clear polish.
Clean every bit of the burner with a
Add
match at the district school.
rag dipped in kerosene, and polish it dry
and make to seize.
and bright. Boil very dirty neglected
'J. ltayurd liaymond lives three doors I
burners in soda and water.
Add II and make aj
from my hous<».
See that the outside of the lamp is
monster.
headed
many
dry, clean and perfectly free from oil
some
for
3. Carlo returned
more| after being tilled. Each day rub off the
burnt portion of the wick with a duster;
lunch. Add Ν and make to register.
4. "Was Henry Going?" they asked. I do not cut the wick.
Do not till a lamp to the brim.
Add I- and make a covering for
Do not let a lamp burn after the oil is
shoulders.
exhausted or turn it down. Nearly the
5. 1 said to Sauibo. "Others will need ]
same amount of oil is consumed as when
you." Add A and make to forbid.
the (lame is full, what is not burnt passoff in the form of gas, which is often
ing
Λ I'rofVMNiutlHl.
smelt when eutering a room where the
no
The manicure's
literary man;
lamp hr.s been turned low.
lie gives no thought t<> diction or to|
A bic of camphor the size of a hazel
style.
nut put into the oil reservoir improves
Arii! yet there'· much of polish tn hi* I
the light.
plan.
And. too. he lives by I tbor of the tile.
Empty and wash the reservoir every
New York lleruM.
few weeks to prevent the collection of
sediment from the oil.
Key (ο liic I'uasler.
Soak new wicks in vinegar, and dry
No. 4- Word Squares: I.—1. Fame. thoroughlv before putting iu the burner.

C|

the|

—

2. Apes. 3. Meat. 4. Kste. II.—1. Julep.
Lithe. 4. Ether. 5. Peers.
2. I'nite.
No. 4.">1
Picture l'n>:/le: Cold-chisel.
No. 4.V>.
Diagonal: Γ. S. Grant.
*J. Aspired.
Crosswords— 1. 1 "prijrl't.
Γ». Lockage. |
4. Sparrow.
3. Logical.
7. Servant.
t>. Adamant.
l-~t».
Enigmas:
Pat,
No.
Harry. I
Frank. Will. Iiill. Don. Timothy, tiuv.
No. 457.—Charade: Ex-ten-u-ate.
Να 498, Syncopations: l'i>-i-st·. s.ip-|
—

id.
No.

4Γ»1>.

|

Antonio.
Vall»<»n Pe-|
Lfonata

Anagrams

entine
Augelo
din. Oberon. Tluion of Athena.

Hec-|

-Ex.

A

Complexion Beautifier.

Raisins aud apples are now considered
two of the most valuable foods known;
the former contains all the essential elements of a perfect food in convenient
form. Apples are highly beneficial iu
liver and kidney troubles, and are now
much used in cases of brain affection.
Ignoring the old adage about fruit being
"lead at night," physicians recommend
people to eat apples freely just before
going to bed, claiming that they induce
sleep, work in a pleasant way on the
digestive organs, promote the action of
the liver and preveut stagnation of the

Goneril. kidneys.
Cordelia.
Itosalind.
Before the doctors began to recognize
Mai-beth. Cleopatra. Ilermione. An-|
this—or to say anything about it if they
tipbolus. Ferdinand.
did—a woman had made the discovery
for herself that apples were the best
IN
ONE
DAY
TO CURE A COLD
taken at night, and for years she iiad no
Take Laxative lirotno-Qitinino Tablets.) more omitted her apple at retiring than
All druggists refund the money if it she did her cold sponge in the morning,
E. W. Grove's signature and she would as quick have omitted her
fails to cure.
25c.
oo each box.
prayer, devout soul that she was, as that.
At SO she had the most exquisite com"Why don't you get some detectives plexion, her skin was like satin, and as
like those we read about in uovels?"
smooth as a girl's." "Apples at night,"
"My dear sir," replied the police offi- she always said when her complexion
cial, "our departments could not possibly was commented on. A simple way of
offer them the inducements that literaattaining an oxquisite skin, surely.—Ex.
ture holds out."
ate.

the action of the liver and rebuild the
Little
tissues supporting that organ.
Early Risers are easy to act, they never
gripe and yet they are absolutely certain
to produce results that are satisfactory
in all cases. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.

'Never was glad for this impediment
in my speech but once," said the man
from the country. "When was that?"
"Fe-fe-fellow asked me h-h-how much 1
would take for a horse, and while I-I-I
was trying to tell him f-forty pounds he
offered fifty."
HAVE

YOU

INCREASE

Reputation doing.

IN

SHIPS

ON

FOLLOWED BY INCREASE IN DISASTERS.

The Pacific Ocean is

fast losing the

•eputation implied in the name given to
j t by Magellan, and which it owes to the

Kissing

How

Comes and

does.

The kiss: A kiss is a peculiar proposition. Of no use to one, yet absolute
bliss to two. The small boy Rets it for
nothing, the young man has to steal it
»nd the old man has to buy it. The
baby's right, the lover's privilege, the
hypocrite's mask. To a young girl,
faith; to a married woman, hope, and to
an old maid, charity.

INDIGESTION?

j

Visitor (during the temporary absence
jI hostess)—"What beautiful teeth your

has, Tommy. Tommy—"Yes'm;
die never wears that set 'cept when she

mamma

lias callers."

A CUKE FOR ECZEMA.

Hostess—"If you ever think of being
| diotographed, Miss Jones, you ought to
I can highly
ι ry Messrs. Focus & Flim.
ι ecommend them.
They took a boautij ul one of me a short time ago."

iiiinine

f axative
lires a

JG

CoM In

fiV £â

2

Day»

on every

Briggs—"Well, old man, I can at least
^ ook the world in the face—all my debts
halfSlices of bread may be cut into
ire paid."
Griggs—"How did you do
inch cubes and browned in the oven or ; t?" Briggs—"0, I succeeded in borrowserved
as
and
j ng the money."
fried in hot, deep fat,
iron tons in soups.
in
beaten
be
Whole slices may
dipped
RELIEF IN ONE MINUTE.
jgg and milk (one egg to one cup and
One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
hot
in
browned
and
butter,
four slices),
4 ine minute, because it kills the microbe
ind served as egg toast, or with a sweet rhich tickles the mucous membrane,
sauce for dessert.
ausing the cough and at the same time
tears the phlegm, draws out the inflam·
Clock for the Kitchen.
nation and heals and soothes the affectA good clock is a necessity in any
d parts. One Minute
Cough Cure
citchen; without it one is apt to have trengthens the lungs; wards off pneuneals a trifle late, and there are countnonia and is a harmless and never-failing
ess reasons why a good clock should be
ure in all curable cases of Coughs,
found in the kitchen as well as anywhere ( Jolds and Croup. One Minute Cough
the
of
Do not forget
η the house.
pot
( )ure is pleasant to take, harmless and
;reen growing plants. Even if it is but f ood alike for young and old. Sold by
It
is
for
of
ι pot
garnishing.
] \ A. Shurtleff & Co.
parsley
creen and feathery, and is restful to the
syes.
character
Mr.
Ferguson—"Whose
rere you and Mrs. Tarrup discussing
It is not generally known that equal
in?"
Mrs.
rhen I came
Ferguson—
larts of new milk and lime water con- ]
hat made you think we were discussititute one of the best cures for influenza, 1
Mr.
character?"
Fergueon
anybody's
ind in cases where there is fever the
-"I noticed you were busily talkingshite of a raw egg will not only strengthbat's all."
>n the patient, but will soothe the pain.
5o not give the yolk, as that would in·
STOPS THE COUGH
irease the fever.

S

/

ι

ν

s

A cat of

Beneath lier sage tuition
In course of time you'll see
The maltese, If he studies.
A clergymnn will be.

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people,
Free Delivery C'arrici
good a* a dally, and your Rural
week.
brings it to your door three times every
and Friday*,
It ie published on Mondays, Wednesdays
cf The Daily
and contains all the most important news
its value.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of on
a farm and have not
If you live in the village or
be kept in close tou< h
time for a daily newspaper you may
almost a*

SOOD
IS

—

\

small cost
with all important news of the world at a very
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
it
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure with

DAILY

The True "L. F." Atwood's
Biltirrs Cleanse the System
and Purify i'jc Eiood 0* J*

your

own

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
I ne iNfc\
Your name and address on a postal card to
TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
YORK

bring

ΗΓ

TO KRAI) AND

TO Ι.ΕΛ Η Ν

ELL.

Young Tab will be a soldier,
Λ captain bold and true.
And Jack will be a lawyer,
And make a good Judge too.
The teacher's kind and gentle,
Although severe she looks;

Bhe makes them pay attention
And stick well to their books.
—Detroit Journal.

JINGLES AND JESTS.
A hustling promoter named Coe
Was head of a big <'< c«;a Co.
A native named Knko
Said, "Pay what you owe, Coe,
Or give me the Coe Cocoa Co."

whether it looks better with the pocket
flaps out or in.—Bostrn Transcript.
In

Hcrm-lf.

"lias ihe prima donna any talent?"
"Quite a lot."
"But I thought you said she could
neither sing nor act."
"She can't. The talent is in the company she carries with her."—Cincinnati
According to (lie Century,
My broil; r John a diary keeps.
In err. via ting Samuel Pepys.
I tell hi::!, though he shirks and skips.
If ho would make a hit like Pepys
Inevitably the tlrst step is
To have a name like .Mr. Pepys.
—Judge.
Money.

on

Manager—You'll have to cut out that
where you light the cigar with a
$Uhi bill.
Actor—Why V
Manager— Can't afford to buy any

cigars.—Baltimore

City Journal.

I'roapectlvc Price*.
does idle fancy beg
No
A goose that lavs an οκκ of gold.
The h; η that lakra common egg
Each day would bring us wealth
At

mure

untold.

Canne

Cranky

—Washington Star.

who

are

hoys

wish you were as
over there.

lively

as

I ror Price and Particulars address,

positions
capable boys.

Good

ness.

smart,

Apply

open to

ure

at once to

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

Mechanic Falls, Me

Semi j our autres»

premium

offers ami

portal

on a
a liberal

for
trial

our

Read This!
MEATS of all

kinds at

Salt pork

pound.
pound,

eleven pounds for one dollar.
Corned beef 4 cents per pound,
thirty pounds for one dollar.

Stimson &

reception)—I
that woman

or
or

m warn

Washing and ironing done in first
class manner.
Will call for and
royal road to deliver clothes in South Paris.
Him.

Address,

LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
^

Man.

anybody else."—Washington

A few reliable persons to sell insurance
for the New York Life Ins. Co., with or

experience, male or female.
For terms and particulars apply to
T. S. BURNS, General Agent,
9β Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Hevised.

dogs delight to bark rnd bite,
For 'tis their nature, see?
Yet why should good thermometers
So often disagree?
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Let

Livery Stock for Sale !

Oblivion.
"The world won't forget him in η

hurry."
"No; it will doubtless take plenty of
time to do the job thoroughly."—Puck.
A

Vunkcm (inllnnt.

She—Why, my heart

in

was

my

20
10

top

horses, two-seated carriages,
buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle

carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.

Will lease stable to run livery busiboots.
This is a nice, clean livery
He—Oh, come, now! Your heart isu l ness.
stock and excellent opening.
No
as small as that.—Yonkers Statesman.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
Contrant.
F. B. FOGG,
Oh. how diversely run the fates
South Paris.
3,
May
1903.
Of men who turn poetic lines!
Home Telephone Call. 103-5.
For some make poet laureates.
And

some

must write the valentines.
—Washington Star.

Sacrifice.
I have a kiss before 1

Andrews House stable

Staylate—May

Miss Weary—If I

give you

one

you really go?—Judge.

will

gle.

Disastrous.

living In a troublous age,
For. be It understood.
We neither like the drop in steel
We're

Nor yet tile rise in Wood.

-Life.

t'nflltered.

Hojack—'They say there is

a

great

deal of water in the stock.
Tomdik—It's unflltered water too.—
Detroit Free Press.
Prospect.
Sinner, here's yo' comfort

Licensed

$1.75

-

Warm

now

]n dis life amazin'.
To" freeze ter death in die ole worl\
But t'other one Is blazln'!
—Atlanta Constitution.

Telephone

NASH,

BLOCK,

Oonneotion.

NORWAY.

0CM>x<.0000CM>XHX00CK»<HXHX)00^H>CKXHxaacfC«»

Every

Every

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

Farmer

Farmer
who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

subscribe for

a

Good Local
keep him in touch with the
doinjr* of his neighbors :ind all
to

items of interest to himself and

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, iVle.,
will

admirably

supply

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

to give hi m the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

Weekly Newspaper

your

wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every

household.

methods

Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on all
of
to
make money from the farm.

important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

the

er

One Year For $1.75.
CUT THIS OUT===SEND TO-DAY
£

South Paris,

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
The Oxford
you will please send to the address below
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:
to

Ε

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

us

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=

FAXL BARGAIN LIST

φ

improvements

The New-York

of 200 of the beet tradee In New
England, just out, FKKR for
KUmp ; a few with crops, stock
and tools Included, on e*sy
terms. If you want to get a quick
Over
sale send for our description blanks.
ISO sales to men from 19 states since Mar. 10,
1908, Is our guarantee to you tlmt our
Ο. M. French, local
methods arc rlaht.
agent, corn shop, Norway.
A
Cf rrtilt *3 Union Mutuil
Λ. J?LrUUl,
Bldg., Portland, He.

S. RICHARDS,

and

which are an invaluablo aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

Any person sending

Send Democrat

m

j

-

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Taxidermist,

MASON 10

A Uriel IteMplte.
"Ilasn't your hay fever left you?"
"No; it's only taking nn infinitesimal constructive recess."—Brooklyn Ea-

Call, 103-12.

J. WALDO

Worth the

go?

c.cv.<-:'^x>vOO<>CH>>x«KHXH>><!00oo<300f>oocex«(o<

family.

WANTED.

without
V/ttltn

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

Maine.

South Paris.

"I>e really sinaht man," said Undo
Eben. "is de one dat has sense enough
to know dat lie's liable to be fooled de
Star.

The Ν. Υ. Tribune Farmer

Penley,

South Paris

as

The Oxford Democrat

W.I M EI).

Times.

A. Main Street.

]fl^ÏTÎÔp&es!

Corner Western Ave. and Nichols St.,

Hewitt—There is uo
wealth.
Jowett—Oh, I don't know. I got my
New York
start with a royal flush.

oo

Mention this paper.

αμπ

cents per
10 cents per

10

territory, outfit

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me

prices.

able

Sausage,

reason-

The Mis of crystal gleaming bright
On jeweled hands can nevt r win
The praise which on a frosty night
We give the coal down in the bin.
—Buffalo Express.

same

necessary, exclusive
free. Apply at once.

Electro-Silicon

Carbon.

The Smnrt

Steady job, pay

upccia

i|uantliy of

the famouH ellver polish n»e<l by owners of valuable Silverware all over the worlil.
Cliff Street, New York.
"Silicon,"

Mind.

llel|»-tl

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
weekly, experience not

To Housekeepers

depot,
delivery.
paid,
JACKSON,

I'oker

1ST. II.

BBRZjlUr AND GORHAM,

an

From 10 to 25 dressed shoats,
Ile—I think I'll go and speak to your
father at once. Ile can't do more than weighing from Ss to 140, delivered
kick me out.
for which 5 1-2
at South Paris
She—It seems a pity to risk it, dear, cents will be
cash on
in that good suit.—Life.
A. K.
In

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

ger.

Studies

SIMON STAHL,

to learn the shoe busi-

Wife—Ilumph! No wonder she's jolly! South Paris,
She's a rich widow.—Philadelphia LedI'rovlilent

SPECIALTY.

about 16 years of age

strong and who wish

opportuuity

Ι·'ορ Cheerfulness.

Husband (at a

A

IN SHOE FACTORY.

Several

News.

It
She—Woman's weapon is the pin.
is mightier tlian the sword.
He—Yon sire right. The hatpin lias
become almost as formidable in public
as the rolling pin is in the home.—Kan-

sas

LOTS

Boys Wanted

l'in.

Tin·

LOAD

CAR

Tlnlnc

South Pari*.

scene

more

quantity desired.

BLOCK,

ΒΙΙΧΤΝΚβ

Times-Star.

Short

In any

Wheeler,

W. J.

Swell.

She—Fine looking overcoat you have
on. Mr. Draper.
Hut
lie—That's what I tlought.
there's one thing about it that bothers
nie terribly. 1 can't make up my mind

Not

copy.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

II.· had other projects, had Coe.
Coke ovens were one line, and so
Til·· two coalesced.
Imagine the rest:
"Coe-Koko Coke and Cocoa Co.!"
-Life.
ilofctun

sample

octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost f 125, for 865.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 8115, worth $140.

Coe'* Co.

Λ

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 71 octave, almost new,
for 8185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for (!t>10, worth fcHX).
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for
One second hand Worcester orpan, 11
«tops, in nico condition, for $45
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six

you a free

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

I have a large stock of ne.w
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

—

My baby had eczema so bad that its
bead was a solid mass of scabs, and its
liair all came out. I tried many remedies but none seemed to do any permanent good until I used DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. The eczema is cured, the
scabs are gone and the little one's scalp
s perfectly clean and healthy, and its
I
liair is growing beautifully again.
cannot give too much praise to DeWitt's
IVitch Hazel Salve.—Frank Farmer, Bluff
2ity, Ky. In buying Witch Hazel Salve
ook out for counterfeits. DeWitt's is
lie original and the only one containing
Hazel. The name E. C.
jure Witch
DeWitt & Co. is on every box. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

(S

—

kept by Mrs. Scratcher,
mighty brain.
Who teaches them their leesona,
Well aided by her cane.

It

Do.

If you have indigestion, Kodol DysCure will cure you. It has cured
It is curing people every
thousands.
day—every hour. You owe it to yourYou will continue
a trial.
it
self to give
to suffer until you do try it. There is
no other combination of digeetants that
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
digest and rebuild at the same time.1
When baking a cake with fruit always ; Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet· cure
Kodol does both. Kodol cures, strengthSold by F. ▲. Shurt- îave the oven not when you put It in, or β oold In one day. No Core, no Pay.
ens and rebuilds.
] Ho· 86 oenta.
he fruit will sink to the bottom.
leff Λ Co.

pepsia

Pittsburg and from Boston,
as well.
.From Springfield, too.
The cats mme to the cats' school
To learn to read and spell.

"DO IT TO-DAY."
The time-worn injunction, "Never put

[>ff 'til to-morrow what you can do toilay," is now generally presented in this
Form: "Do it to-day!" That is the terse
idvice we want to give you about that
backing cough or demoralizing cold with
which you have been struggling for
*e/eral days, perhaps weeks. Take some
reliable remedy for it to-day—and let
that remedy be Dr. Boschee's German
Syrup, which has been in use for over
thirty-five years. A few doses of it will
undoubtedly relieve your cough or cold,
*nd its continued use for a few days will
No matter how
cure you completely.
leep-seated your cough, even if dread
consumption has attacked your lungs,
German Syrup will surely effect a cure—
lis it has done before in thousands of apparently hopeless cases of lung trouble.
New trial bottles, 25c.; regular size,
Γ5 cents. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff &

Made

From

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ILMOST

"Allow me to write you the»
few lines to let you know that I
Him Feel have taken one bottle of your
F·' Bitters for my blood, and
Better
feelam pleased to say that I am
a
than he
Ing now as I have not felt for
In fact, ten years. I
had felt longtime.
recommending your True L.
Ill 1 en
F.' Bitters to all my friends and
telling them what good It has
Years
done for me. You may use my
Alfred J.
name If you wish."
y
Foclcr, Fairfield. Maine

The Cat School

Chronicle.

Weekly.

F-olKs

Little

jlacid appearance of its surface when he
The change is one of the
, irst saw it.
( nevitable results of the growtli of ram·
Prior to the discovery of gold
nerce.
η California comparatively few vessels
There wore,
( tailed over its waters.
In
( herefore, few casualties to report.
j ate years, however, commerce has exThe ocean is
( ended in all directions.
^ illing with ships, and the disasters of
;he sea are multiplying proportionately.
Along the California coast the ocean is
jlacid enough to retain its reputation as
Storms are rare. It is not
pacific.
»ften that its waters are lashed into
ury like those of the Atlantic in these
atitudes. But along the Oregon, Washogton, British Columbian and Alaskan
:oasls there is little, if any, difference
jetween the conditions prevailing in the
Pacific and those existing in the Atlanic Ocean.
Mariners now dread Cape Flattery, at
he entrance to the Strait of Juan de
Fnca, almost, if not quite, as much as
hey do Cape Ilatteras, on the Eastern
:oast. Wrecks are lining the northwestern coast of the continent as they do
;he northeastern shores of it.
As the Pacific Ocean is gradually filing with the white-winged and steampropelled agents of commence, the ratio
if shipwrecks is correspondingly rising.
Perhaps we have witnessed more wrecks
) ι this coast than we should have experienced if the same precautions
igainst disaster had been adopted in the
navigation of Pacific waters as is taken
The Pacific has
η the Atlantic Ocean.
undoubtedly been made the graveyard
•f many steam and sail vessels, which
were transferred to it from the A tlantic
[)cean because they were not considered
*afe to keep in commission in the latter,
under the mistaken belief that milder
«veather and smoother water were to be
have been lost
Others
found here.
through the vicious practice of overloading, the riisk being taken on account of
the same error of opinion regarding the
placidity of these waters. Ship owners
ire, however, fast learning that rotten
liulks and overloaded craft are not any
more immune from disaster here than
they are anywhere else. The growth of
jommerce and the increasing perils of
navigation resulting from it demand the
ibandonmcnt of both.—San Francisco

Society and the Supreme Court.
The Washington social teapot is always in danger of boiling over unless it
is carefully watched, and just now it is
ringing away merrily, and over the clatter of teacups and the stirring of spoons
iu every
Washington drawing-room
where the women of society congregate
there is animated discussion as to whether the dear Chief Justice was right, or
that perfectly lovely Major McCawley
lid only what ho ought to have done.
Washington threateus to become divided
;nto rival camps. The Chief Justice is
>ld, grave, dignified, Major McCawley is
in
young, gallant, and a thing of beauty
uniform. It need not be said how the
samps divide.
All this commotion has come about
because Major McCawley, who is really
the master of ceremonies at the White
House, would not permit the Chief Justice and the other Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States to precede the diplomats at the reception given
by the President, nominally in honor of
the judiciary. Chief Justice Fuller and
liis associates insisted that they had the
right (irst to pay their respects to the
President and Mrs. Roosevelt. Major
McCawley thought otherwise and told
them they could not bo admitted to the
presence until the diplomats had passed
down tho line. The Supreme Court is
not in tho habit of having its fiat questioned, and especially not by a mere
major in the Marine Corps. The Justices
fumed. Major McCawley was adamant.
Πιο judicial branch of tho Government
threatened dire things. The military
irtn of the Government had the advantage of strategical position. Mars provailed. The Court fell back, and diplotho pas.—Collier's
macy was given

Grateful Praise

For

AO Animal story

PACIFIC

THE

What to do With Stale Bread.

A strong, healthy, active constitution
depends largely on the condition of the
liver. The famous little pills known as
DeWitt's Little Early Kisers not only
cleanse the system but they strengthen

general laaaltude.

*ureal

«·

AN EARLY RISER.

Too often seemingly trifling complain.* of children are
put oil :>■ tUlnga of do couaequt uce. Evry uuumurul action
la it ay tup torn of diaorder and tie wrving of careful investigation,
Worm» more (.ha 11 anything viae are the cause of childhood s le k
tie.-.*
Attacking, ua they «Ιο, the» loiuuch and bowel·, tlie eltect o<
their presence la felt throughout It e whole system and made known
uertouaneea. peeviahaeaa, «llatu rbed sleep, erratic appetite, wcuk

κ

Gen'l

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A
General offices Foster's Wharf
Boston, Mass.

Be id
Dre< uns

by

Si'·

—

[astern Sleamsl Company

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

■■m

The president that was called a boon.

CHANDLER,

for

on

rises iu a physical culture course. The
trips up and down strengthen the lower
limbs, and give the same results as that
class of set exercises. To be sure the
running up stairs and down is apt to be
carried to an extreme where one is doing
the housework without the assistance of
a maid, but there is where care h s to be
taken iu this housework 'physical cult
lire,' for any part of it is frequently carried to an extreme where one is doing a
case the work is more apt to help than
to hurt.
The very regularity with which
housework has to be dono is one of the
most useful things about the exercise.
"With classes, which meet once or
perhaps twice, a week, and the spasmodic
practicing between times, one never
could begin to get the results which a
few months of plain housework will ac-
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$2.25 per year in advance. Subecrij
ions may begin now and will be set
The only conditio
uutil Jan. 1, 1905.
attaching to this proposition is tbat a
subscriptions to the Farmer shall b

stylish.

woman

practical example

in connection with

new ones.

Housework

treme, is

île New Wand Farmer

A LOW PRICE

very

and incidentally strengthening the luugs.
I know it for 1 have tried it myself.
"Then, in dusting, the reaching and
climbing, if it is not carried to an ex-

By a special arrangement with th
publishers we are enabled to offer tha
best of all agricultural papers

application.

are

who has a home
and wishes to reduce her weight or
broaden her shoulders should take up
physical culture, and pay out money to
learn a number of impossible exercises
is beyond me," said Mrs. Fred Hebbell
,,f 1131 Third Avenue. "If she but knew
it, a series of exercises which are withiu
reach of her own home will do more
good than a whole course of gymnastics,
îlousework done properly will do more
to give a woman the desired figure and
carriage, to say nothing of health, than
any set of exercises yet found by any
physical culti'rist. In the first place
the regular exercise of sweeping the
kitchen every day or more often is the
tine it thing in the world for broadening
the shoulders and deepening the chest,

A Breach.

Kiislliih

they

"Why any

public

\u(e<l

Dainty.

sale for a
comparatively small sum. They have
innumerable rutiles at the bottom, and
some of them are shirred around the
hips to give the new full effect. They
come in all colors, and Scotch plaids art
very fashionable now. In fact, anything
which is unusual is up to date. Ex.

Ο
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2-0
From 1 to I and from 2 to 3 name
two things that a re much enjoyed during the winter.
Crosswords: Sober. A bird. BondA meeting of a
To disperse.
age.
Λ violent rotary wind.
body.
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Lovely silk petticoats are

4.

Ko.

Are

Dress seems to be the main subject of
discussion just at the present time,
ind it is not a little surprising that it
should be so, taking in consideration the
weather and the approaching season. It
really makes one chilly to see the shop
windows with their elaborate decorations. Of course it is the duty of the
store managers to display the spring
goods, but it does seem a little early.
Underwear is about the most interesting
thing at the present time, and a beautiful line is being displayed.
Never before has there been such a
bewildering array of undergarments as
No expense is spared
there is to-day.
in the making of them. Silk underwear
is not quite as fashionable as it was in
former years, and the finest of linens and
gauze are taking its place.
It has been discovered that the silk
garments are not as comfortable as the
linen, and the women of to-day are
ing for comfort as well as beauty. Γηβ
entire suits are being shown for ordinal >
use, and it is no wonder that they are
often included in the trousseau. These
suits consist of both corset coters ,ind
chemises, so that a change can be made
if wished. All colors are used in the
making of these suits and they may be
bad in all sizes.
Medallions are frequently used instead
of lace or embroidery and tliey are ever
so much
prettier. No more shirred
undergarments are to be seen, and one
should be very much pleased at the
change. A lovely outfit is made of white
batiste. It is completely covered with
are
which
drawn work medallions,
graduated in size. Large bows are tied
at the left side of the chemise and corset
cover, and also on the petticoat at the
bottom. On one of these expensive
outfits fringe was used in great abundance, but it is not the best idea because
it is so bulky.
Valenciennes lace is the best qualitj
of lace with which to trim a suit of
underwear, although the other laces are
used frequently. Embroidered materials
are very stylish at present, and they are
proving their worth by their durability.
Short skirts are included in the outfits
of undergarments, and they are very
charming in their simplicity. These are
made with the hip yoke which fits
snugly. The bottom is either plaited on
the yoke part or it is shirred. Which-

lik-

β. IVhead the end of a prayer and
ieave human beings.
7. Behead a masculine name and
leave part of the title of a famous

WANTEDS^

«I erer
Are due to
one hundred people who have heart trouhl
can remember when It was simple ladlgaa
It la a scientific (met that all casas <
tion.
heart diss us. not organic, are not on!
traceable to. but are the direct result of Ind
gestion. All food taken Into the stomac
which falls of perfect digestion ferments an
■wells the stomach. puffing It up against th
heart. This Interferes with the action <
the heart, and in the course of time thi
delicate but vital organ becomes d!seaso<
Mr. D. Kaubia. of Nevada. 0.. «7·: lbadatomac
troubla and «ma la a bad aute aa 1 bad heart troubl
vtth tt I took Rodoi Drwepaia Ova for about ta
taoalba and M cored me.

a

mination.
3. Behead sour and leave an epic
poem of Spain.
4. Behead to hasten off and leave a
sheltered place.
5. Behead a heroic poem and leave

Weak

HEADQUARTERS FOR

tlehendnient·.

Ko.

1. Behead

From the Boston Herald, {the leading
issue I
newspaper of New England, in its
it—cure ev
relieve a bad back and cure
of July 13, 1902.
bladder disorder, frou
ery kiduey and
W. J. WHEELER, Agent, backache to diabetes.
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